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Abstract
This thesis presents experimental results of a megawatt power level, 140 GHz coaxial gyrotron
oscillator. The coaxial gyrotron has the potential to transport very high power electron beams and thus
achieve higher microwave output power levels than conventional gyrotrons. A TE, 13 coaxial gyrotron
was designed to operate at 95 kV, 76 A. This tube was tested to high power with the first high power
Inverted Magnetron Injection Gun (IMIG). The IMIG electron gun was tested to 10 MW (105 kV, 93
A), which is the highest power level for a non-relativistic gyrotron gun. Operation of the coaxial
gyrotron oscillator yielded power levels of greater than 1 MW in two different configurations: with the
coaxial conductor (at 92kV, 70 A, and 16% efficiency) and without the coaxial conductor (85 kV,65
A, and 18% efficiency). We also successfully operated this tube in three configurations (empty cavity,
radial output, and axial output) with no beam interception. We observed regimes of dominant single
mode and multi-mode operation. We also identified electron beam asymmetries and tube alignment as
two major issues, which can limit the performance of a coaxial gyrotron. An unexpected source of
magnetic field error was found in the magnetization of the stainless steel parts. All these results have
led to techniques for improving not only coaxial gyrotrons but also other gyrotron tubes.
We also investigated a ferroelectric cathode, which has the potential to achieve higher currents
than thermionic cathodes in a simpler, low cost gun. We report the first results on a ferroelectric
cathode gun in a magnetron injection gun configuration suitable for use in a gyrotron. It had an
annular emitter shape with a diameter of 11.4 cm and a width of 0.25 cm and operated at currents of up
to 10 A (1.1 A/cm2 ) at 8 kV, in 5 ps flat-top pulses. This result (along with the kiloampere beam
obtained at Integrated Applied Physics) demonstrate the scalability of ferroelectric cathodes to large
diameter electron beams. Also, the first ever microwaves from a ferroelectric cathode were generated
in a collaboration experiment at Tel Aviv University. Finally, we developed a theory to explain the
emission process from ferroelectric cathodes. The experiments reported have shown the suitability of
ferroelectric cathodes for future microwave generation experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
If one examines the frequency-power domain of wave generators one finds that there is
only one device that is able to provide 0.1-3 MW [1-10] of microwave power in the
frequency range of 35-500 GHz with high efficiency [9-10]: that is the gyrotron. Figure
1.1 shows the various sources available and their capabilities.
Conventional tubes (magnetrons, klystrons, traveling wave tubes, etc.) require
structures comparable to or smaller than the wavelengths they generate. In contrast,
gyrotrons have an advantage at millimeter wavelengths of relying on the interaction
between the electron beam and the RF fields in the fast wave. Thus, the cavity sizes are
significantly larger in gyrotrons making them able to handle more power and more total
wall loading due to the additional wall area.
Since the 1960's considerable effort has been expended in trying to improve the
performance of gyrotron tubes. This has meant effort to generate microwaves efficiently at
higher power levels and higher frequencies per tube. The factor that limits the power
generated from a gyrotron tube is the ohmic power dissipated on the walls of the tube.
Thus, as more power is extracted from a tube the ohmic power on the cavity walls of the
15
tube increases and a limit is reached, depending on the cooling, where the cavity walls
would start melting if the power were increased further. This is especially true for
whispering gallery modes which have the electron beam located closer to the walls of the
tube. Body modes in a coaxial gyrotron are better in this respect due to the electron beam in
these modes being relatively further away from the walls of the tube and due to the reduced
voltage depression [11-13]. The synchronism condition between the electron and the wave
is given in Eq. 1.1 below:
co = noc/ykv (1.1)
where o is the frequency, k, is the axial wavenumber, v, is the axial electron velocity, the
cyclotron frequency is co, = eB0/m, n=1,2, ... is the harmonic number, and the relativistic
factor is y= (1-v 2 /c2 )12.
For higher frequencies, the limitation has primarily been the maximum field
available from superconducting magnets. There are methods to overcome the maximum
field limitation of superconductors by exciting higher harmonics of the wave-beam
resonance, but the price to be paid is in terms of the lower efficiencies at the higher
harmonics [14].
Some of the best results that have been obtained so far are the 110 GHz gyrotron at
the Communication and Power Industry (CPI) which has achieved output powers of 680
kW, 530 kW, and 350 kW for pulse lengths of 0.5, 2, and 10 seconds [1] respectively.
General Atomics successfully operated a gyrotron at 1090 kW at 110 GHz for 0.6 seconds
[15]. Other notable efforts were at 84 GHz in Japan [2], 110 GHz in Russia [3], 118 GHz
in Switzerland [4], and 140 GHz in Germany [5], and the 2 MW at 100GHz result from
Russian [12], which have all produced power in the range of 0.5-2.0 MW for 0.2-5
seconds. Another notable effort with a different device is the 730 kW at 200 GHz
generated by the FEM experiment conducted Verhoeven et al [16].
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The application that these gyrotrons have been developed for is Electron Cyclotron
Heating (ECH) in fusion experiments. Yet, there are several other applications of
megawatt level microwave power at high frequencies. These include high-frequency radar
systems, communications systems, materials processing of ceramics, improved Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging, high frequency broadband spectroscopy, plasma
diagnostics, and several others.
1.2 Electron Beams in Gyrotrons
High beam quality electron injection guns are an integrally important part of any
gyrotron. Electron guns for gyrotron tubes have to be carefully precision manufactured
and have several rigid design constraints to satisfy. These include high accuracy of spacing
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between anode and cathode, exact concentricity of emitting area with respect to anode, and
low velocity spread with reasonable a = (vpe/Vpaallel) of ~1.5. Gyrotron tubes have usually
used guns called Magnetron Injection Guns (MIG) with thermionic cathodes, which
require careful handling and high vacuum operation. All these conditions placed upon the
gun make it difficult and expensive to manufacture. Also, these MIG guns are carefully
machined to low tolerances and once welded or brazed together are difficult to take apart
and modify. Thus, in order to conduct a study of efficacy of various anode shapes, these
guns would be unsuitable. To this end we developed a ferroelectric cathode based electron
gun which would be cheaper, not require high vacuum, and would be easier to manufacture
as well as modify. The other electron beam investigation was the careful in-situ
characterization of three thermionic cathodes in a coaxial gyrotron. The coaxial gyrotron
experiment also proved to be a suitable test bed to draw broader conclusions between
electron beam quality and the efficiency of microwave generation from a gyrotron.
Both the experiments were designed and investigated with the aid of an electron
gun code called EGUN [17]. EGUN simulations also helped in the investigation of the
sensitivity of the electron beam with respect to small variations in the mechanical
alignment of various structures in the electron gun, and the alignment of the gun with the
magnetic field of the gyrotron.
1.2.1 Coaxial Gyrotrons
Continious wave (CW) gyrotrons operating at 140-170 GHz are typically designed to
produce 1 MW per tube. The primary technological limitations have been the cavity heat
load, mode competition, and the maximum power that the output window can transmit.
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Recent improvements in window design with double-disk, diamond, and dome-shaped
windows mean that future tubes will be mostly limited by the maximum average cavity
heat loading (about 3 kW/cm 2 peak loading can be handled in present designs). The
coaxial gyrotron attempts to increase the microwave power generated to 3 MW per tube,
thus reducing the number of tubes required and the total system costs for multi-megawatt
installations e.g. for future fusion experiments.
The main advantages of a coaxial conductor in a gyrotron are:
" Causes rarefied mode spectrum around the design mode
" Reduces the quality factor of competing modes
* Body modes (higher radial index) can be chosen, decreasing the ohmic losses
* Reduces voltage depression
Due to the ability to choose a body mode in coaxial gyrotrons, greater output can be
expected at the same level of cavity ohmic power. Figure 1.3 is a schematic of the
differences between a whispering gallery mode gyrotron and a body mode coaxial
gyrotron.
Copper Cavity
Coaxial
conductor
| b rb
\ rw N.
--- ' Electron Beam rw
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Schematic of (a) regular gyrotron oscillator in a whispering gallery mode, and (b)
coaxial gyrotron in a body mode.
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To quantify the differences, some typical value for rb/r, (rb is the beam radius and
r, is the cavity radius) for a regular gyrotron in the whispering gallery mode is 0.73 [18],
while the same for the coaxial gyrotron in a volume mode is 0.35 [11]. The cathode used
in the coaxial gyrotron was a annular thermionic cathode with a emitter strip of diameter
9.8 cm and width 0.468 cm. The emitter was slanted at an angle of 250 to the axis of the
tube (magnetic field axis).
Recent results from Thumm et. al. for coaxial gyrotrons have been 1.6 MW [8] at
165 GHz in the TE31,1 7 mode with a efficiency of 25%, which improves to 41% with a
depressed collector. They also report 1.2 MW [14] at 140 GHz with an efficiency of
27.2% in the TE 28,16 mode. The best Russian result is 2 MW at 100 GHz [12]. The best
results obtained from MIT [11] have been 1 MW at 140 GHz in the TE21,13 mode.
General speculation regarding the lower performance of the coaxial gyrotrons has been
that alignment of the coaxial conductor, the cavity, and the magnetic field is quite difficult.
MIT's experiments have also investigated the electron beam in the gyrotron [19,20].
1.2.2 Ferroelectric cathodes
Novel ferroelectric cathodes have gained the attention of the community due to lower cost,
ease in manufacture and absence of high vacuum requirement for handling and operation.
These cathodes can be operated in poor vacuum, have low emittance, and high brightness
characteristics. They are superior to thermionic cathodes not only in their ruggedness but
also due to their instant turn-on capabilities (thermionic cathodes require heating time).
With the demonstration of scalability of ferroelectric cathodes to large sizes of over 10 cm
diameter and high total currents of over a kiloampere, these cathodes are potentially
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attractive for a multitude of high current density (5-50 A/cm2 ), long lifetime (as compared
to velvet cathodes), pulsed applications i.e. accelerators, microwave sources, flat panel
displays, etc. [21-29]. In addition, one of the major advantages of ferroelectric guns is the
ease with which several anode-cathode geometries and segmented beam shapes can be
investigated. Hence the ferroelectric cathodes were used in our experiments to generate
microwaves. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, we were the first group to demonstrate
microwave generation with a ferroelectric cathode. We also investigated several emission
characteristics of ferroelectrics cathodes in order to better understand the emission process
from ferroelectrics.
Copious electron emission from ferroelectrics was first reported by Bugaev et. al.
in 1968 [28]. After this result the field was relatively dormant because the ferroelectric
emission was considered to be plasma based and thus unsuitable for various tube
applications until some work at CERN [27] in 1989. Since then there have been several
notable efforts at Tel-Aviv University [21], Integrated Applied Physics [22], Cornell
University [24], and at MIT [30]. Although experimental results from all these
experiments have been in the range of 10-100 A/cm 2 there is considerable variance
between the groups about the emission process from ferroelectric cathodes. Explanations
of the emission process have varied from bandgap switching, surface plasma on the
cathode, initial energy of emitted electrons, circuit models, etc. We at MIT put forward a
theory of electron emission from ferroelectrics which is based on energetic electrons being
emitted from the ferroelectric surface which has a thin plasma layer on the ferroelectric
cathode surface. Both these effects have been recently experimentally verified [21,31].
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1.3 Thesis layout
The thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 provides a broad overview of
electron guns in gyrotrons. Chapter 3 describes the experiments that were conducted
with ferroelectric cathode guns. Chapter 4 describes the design of the coaxial gyrotron.
Experimental results from the coaxial gyrotron are described in chapter 5. A summary is
provided in chapter 6 along with suggestions for the future.
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Chapter 2
Electron guns for gyrotrons
2.1 Introduction
One of the critical elements of any gyrotron oscillator is its electron beam source. The
electron beam has to be of a high quality in terms of having mono-energetic electrons
with a low velocity spread. One can argue that gyrotrons are a preferred over Cyclotron
Resonance Maser (CRM) devices because they operate close to cutoff (kzv, is small)
allowing greater tolerance for velocity spreads, but the fact remains that the velocity
spread has to be as low as possible for both transverse and parallel directions. For
coaxial gyrotrons the requirements for a central coaxial conductor necessitates that the
MIG gun be inverted and that the cathode be on the outside of the anode; this geometry is
called an Inverted MIG (or IMIG). Both the geometries are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
This chapter covers the general principles of electron guns in gyrotron oscillator.
Adiabatic theory is used to determine the qualitative scaling parameters and beam
parameters. Numerical simulations are discussed and experimental arrangement to
measure beam parameters is described.
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Th
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a (a) Magnetron injection gun (MIG) with the cathode on the inside of the
anode; and a (b) Inverted Magnetron injection gun (IMIG). Both the guns shown are diode guns.
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(b) IMIG
2.2 Magnetron injection guns
In this section we discuss the general equations governing electron motion emitted from a
cathode and accelerated toward an anode by an electric field, all immersed in a magnetic
field. After that, we discuss the adiabatic approximation and some of the design
parameters for gyrotron guns. Finally, we discuss the self-consistent simulations that are
conducted in order to finalize the design for most gyrotron guns.
2.2.1 General electron motion equations
In order to motivate this discussion let us first introduce some of the terms and
parameters related to the gyrotron oscillator. Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of a IMIG
in a coaxial gyrotron oscillator. We choose the coaxial gyrotron electron gun to
exemplify the design process.
The electrons are lorn at the cathode and are accelerated towards the anode. As
one can see from Figure 2.2, this creates an initial velocity for the electrons at the cathode
with a component in the perpendicular and the parallel directions (Note: the
perpendicular and parallel directions are defined with respect to the magnetic field). The
magnetic field grows from a value of Bk at the cathode to B0 in the cavity. Once emitted
the electrons follow the magnetic field lines to the cavity where the microwaves are
generated. The IMIG gun has a central shaped conductor, which serves as the anode. The
cathode is an external cylindrically mounted structure with the emitting strip, which has
an angle of 250 with respect to the magnetic field axis. The 25 angle has been found to
be the appropriate one for this gun, in terms of giving the electrons a velocity ratio of 1.5
at the operating voltages and currents. The anode is grounded and the cathode is raised to
a negative high voltage of 0-100 kV.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of IMIG gun with (a) the field profile, (b) general parameters and major
components of a coaxial gyrotron oscillator, and (c) expanded view of cathode region.
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The cathode itself is the 532M M-type dispenser cathode manufactured by
Spectramat Inc [32]. This emitter is housed in a molybdenum holder, with the heater
apparatus built in behind the emitter strip. The operating temperature of the strip was
kept at 990'C with a emission density of 5.5 A/cm2 [manufacturer specs. in Ref. 32].
An intuitive explanation of the IMIG gun follows. The region between the
cathode emitter and the nearest anode surface has roughly constant electric and magnetic
fields [33,34],
ExB E
V2k= 2 v2 (2.1)B 2k Bk
Thus, the electrons basically have a ExB drift in this gun region and are born with
zero emission velocity at the cathode. Single particle electrons are also accelerated along
the magnetic field with a constant acceleration of a = F/me= eEIIk/me, and are given a
cycloidal motion composed of cyclotron motion with a drift velocity perpendicular to the
magnetic field. When the electrons get past this initial acceleration region they undergo a
transition from seeing an electric field mostly perpendicular to the magnetic field lines to
mostly parallel to the field lines. At the cathode, the fast change of E± over a single gyro
period implies a non-adiabatic change and makes it possible for v1 to be conserved as
electrons go to a region where perpendicular electric field is essentially zero.
Once past this region, the electrons travel toward the cavity where the magnetic
field is at its maximum. In this region the change in magnetic field is small over a gyro
period. Hence the magnetic moment Pa is conserved,
MV 2
-mvt
Pa = cons tant (2.2)B
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Since pa is conserved, v10 can be written as,
v = v1(2.3)
where Bo/Bk is called the magnetic compression of the beam.
Using Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.3, we get,
V10 = (2.4)
As long as v1 0 < v then the electrons reach the cavity with the vi 0 shown above,
but if the vIO> v then the electrons are reflected back toward the cathode. This can cause
the electrons to be trapped and charge buildup with arcing, where v is total velocity given
by the energy conservation equation below,
1 21
-ynev 2 =-yn (vi +vb O) =e(V -Vdep) (2.5)
where Vc and Vdep are the cathode voltage and space charge voltage depression.
The beam radius itself is governed by the conservation of magnetic flux given by
(D = Bir 2= constant. If radius of the beam at the cathode is rk and the magnetic field Bk,
the equation above dictates that the radius in the cavity with a magnetic field of B. is,
rbo = rk (2.6)
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Hence, all the magnetron injection guns have the characteristic feature of
electrons being born in a region with a crossed electric and magnetic field to form a beam
with cyclotron motion. To maintain the scaling between the components of velocity
there has to be adiabatic compression in the ensuing region. These guns are typically
operated in the temperature limited region, where the beam current is a weak function of
the applied voltage, and is controlled by varying the temperature of the emitter. The
advantage of operating in this regime is that the beam can be described by analytical
equations since the space charge effect is weak and can be neglected.
2.2.2 Adiabatic theory
The adiabatic approximation describes the basic equations of the electron beam in the
magnetron injection gun. This approximation is valid if the scale length of the variations
of the electric and magnetic fields are small compared to the electron gyro motion
(Larmor radius and zL). zL is the axial distance the electron propagates during one
cyclotron period. These conditions can be expressed as :
|d2 B Y2E
z2 <<B, z 2 -- E<<EL «B, 
« L d(2.7)
dB d
ZLI <<B, ZLI <<Edz dz
A constant of motion is (modified version of Eq. 2.6),
2
=constant (2.8)2B
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Where p± is the transverse momentum of the electron, and B is the amplitude of the
magnetic field. The gun designs are usually optimized using a modified version of the
electron optics code EGUN [17]. The code needs some starting parameters and the
geometry of the gyrotron surfaces to calculate the alpha, the velocity spread, the beam
radius and width, and the trajectories of the electrons. Typically, one simulates several
geometries in the process of optimization of anode and cathode shapes for the gyrotron,
taking into account the space charge effects. The EGUN code and the adiabatic design
equations can then be used to design the best electrode shapes. Adiabatic MIG gun
design tradeoff equations [35] are shown in Eq. 2.9 to 2.15 (where the k subscript refers
to values at the cathode).
Eq. 2.9 is a modified version of Eq. 2.6, which describes the beam radius in the
cavity in terms of the beam radius at the cathode and the beam compression from the
cathode to the cavity. Eq. 2.9 shows the guiding center of the trajectory (after the first
Larmor radius) by introducing p = rlk/ rk, where r, is the Larmor radius. Eq. 2.10 shows
the cathode slant angle (Ok) and is a modification of Eq. 2.4 for v1 taking into account the
angle of the cathode with respect to the magnetic axis. Eq. 2.11 shows the current
density (Jk) in terms of the cavity parameters or beam radius (rb) and beam guiding center
thickness (A4) assuming the electrons follow field lines. The emitter thickness (Lk) is
then calculated in Eq. 2.12 using the current density and simple area calculations. Eq.
2.13 relates the gap distance (d) to the equivalent Larmor radii, Df = d/rIk. Eq. 2.14 is the
parallel plate equation relating the electric field near the cathode to the voltage and the
distance, which is valid provided rk >> d. Finally, Eq. 2.15 compares the current density
(Jk) to the space charge limited current (JI) from the Child-Langmuir limit to provide a
feeling for the space charge limitation of the beam.
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B3 ;2 (2.9)
c = Cos-' (B 1 B) E (2.10)
k = Sb k (2.11)
Abl 21 k
2;rrk Jk (2.12)
d = O (2.13)
V = Ekd (2.14)
J 9d2 (M 1/2 2(2.15)
J 4e, 2e
If we examine all the variables and the equations we observe that we have 16
variables and 7 equations [34] :
Variables: Gun (10) Ok, rk, Lk, d, Df, Va, Jk, Bk, Ek, Jk /J
Cavity (6) a, rb, Ab, Bo, Vo, I
Besides the 7 equations, we also have 6 variables, which are already specified from the
cavity - requiring three more to be fixed. These three come from physical constraints of
technology which have been observed and studied over the years. They are:
Bo /Bk < 40 (2.16)
Jk < 10A/cm 2  (2.17)
E < 100 kV/cm (2.18)
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The compression ratio is limited based on previous experience that a larger
compression ratio leads to the trapping of some of the electrons causing greater risk of
arcing and poor beam quality. The cathode emission itself being limited to lower than 8-
10 A/cm2 is due to lifetime considerations for standard thermionic dispenser cathodes of
operation for longer that 90,000 hours [36]. Finally, the electric field being limited to
100 kV/cm is due to the Kilpatrick criterion for CW tubes [37]. Besides these, there is
the requirement to keep current density low is a recognition of the fact that as space
charge effects start to begin affecting the beam (shown in Eq. 2.19) - we see a greater
velocity spread in the electrons leading to poor beam quality and lower efficiency of
gyrotron interaction.
Jk/JI < 15% (2.19)
The adiabatic design equations demonstrate the tradeoff's that are required
between parameters. To maintain a constant (x and beam radius in the cavity for larger
electric fields at the cathode, one has to decrease Jk /Jl and rk. The criterion that electric
field needs to be kept below 50 kV/cm is usually enforced on the design since electric
field would be below the 100 kV/cm at any corners in the design. The Df = d/rlk = 4-8
criterion is in order for the electron beam to be sufficiently far away from the anode,
giving room to play experimentally in lowering the magnetic field.
2.2.3 Self Consistent EGUN Simulations
After the first cut parameters were developed from the adiabatic tradeoff equations and
the required cavity parameters, further optimization of electrode shapes was done using a
widely used electron optics code called EGUN [17]. The code computes electron
trajectories in electrostatic and magnetostatic fields. The code also takes into account the
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space charge, self magnetic field, and relativistic effects. Problems can be solved in
rectangular or cylindrical geometries (assuming axis symmetry). The code itself solves
the Poisson's equation by finite difference method using the boundary conditions defined
by the user i.e. position and type of boundary (Dirichlet or Neumann). Electric field is
determined by differentiating the potential distribution. The beam itself is divided into a
number of distinct beamlets with defined starting points along the user defined emitter
strip. The trajectories are then calculated including all fields (electric and magnetic) as
well as any relativistic effects. Space charge is calculated by appropriate charge density
assignment to various grid points. A self-consistent solution is derived iteratively.
From a users perspective, the parameters that need to be entered are :
* A first cut geometry of the electrode shapes, a guide for which is previous design files
which have been used over the years and some tweaking with respect to needs of the
new gun being designed.
* Magnetic field profile, which can quite simply be input if the magnet already exists or
a previous magnet's profile can be used as a guide.
* Voltages on the electrodes and current density of the emitter strip
* Simulation parameters - mesh size, number of iterations, etc.
Using this and knowing the values in the cavity of (x, beam radius, and velocity spread
one can experiment with electrode shapes till a optimum has been reached.
The most recent version of the modified EGUN code provides up to 3x10 6 mesh
points for the iteration, and utilizes a four-point weighting scheme to figure out the space
charge [33]. The large number of mesh points means that we are now able to simulate
the electron beam from the gun to the cavity in one section with a small enough mesh
size, to provide meaningful results.
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2.3 Cavity and Beam Tunnel
In this section we discuss some of the critical beam parameters and their measurements.
These include voltage depression, limiting current, velocity spread, velocity ratio, and
energy spread. We also describe two techniques that we used to investigate the azimuthal
symmetry of the electron beam.
2.3.1 Voltage depression and limiting current
The electron beam emanates at the cathode, is transported to the cavity and finally
collected at the collector. During this transport, the space charge in the beam causes the
potential within the beam to be reduced with respect to the ground potential nearby. In a
cylindrical tube of radius r., the potential depression Vdep between the tube and the axis
of symmetry due to a concentric electron beam with uniform current density is given by:
Vep = 1 I G(r ,r,r) (2.20)
where G(ri, rb, rw) is a geometrical factor which is defined as,
G(, r, r,,) =2 lnH (2.21)
and with a coaxial insert of radius ri, the geometrical factor simply changes to,
ln
G(r, r, r,,) =2 In jJ r{ (2.22)
( ri ) n ( 
--j
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In both the equations r, is the cavity radius, rb is the beam radius, and ri is the inner
radius of the coaxial conductor (if any). This equation is true with the approximation that
the radius of the electron beam far exceeds the thickness of the beam.
Once we know the voltage depression, the limiting current can be determined for
a given transverse momentum and cathode voltage. If the current is increased to the point
that it exceeds the limiting current, then the axial velocity reduces to zero and the beam
starts to get reflected back towards the cathode. The relativistic mass factor is this case
can now be written as (where Vc is the cathode voltage),
e(V - Ve,)
y= 1+ 2 (2.23)m c
And a combination of Eq. 2.20, 2.22, and 2.23 gives us:
b 4 (+ -(1 /X - A2Y-1/2) (2.24)Gm~c
The limiting current by definition can then be defined as the maximum one with respect
to the parallel velocity (keeping the transverse momentum constant):
= 0 (2.25)
Hence we get the limiting current as:
IL = 1.707 X 10 - ( 3 )- 11/2 1 (Amps) (2.26)
L [ G(r, r, r)
where yo and I11o are values in the absence of voltage depression. In this case too the
appropriate G factor should be used from Eq. 2.21-2.22 depending on whether the
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calculation is being made for a regular gyrotron or a coaxial gyrotron. Velocity spread is
a contributor in reducing the limiting current [38], beam reflections should not occur if
lIlb !2 .
2.3.2 Velocity Spread
Although most of the electrons produced by the IMIG gun have about the same total
energy, there are differences in the distribution between the perpendicular and the parallel
components. This leads to electrons having slightly different parallel and perpendicular
velocities i.e. a velocity spread between different electrons. The relation between the
perpendicular and parallel components of the velocity spreads can be obtained from the
conservation of energy and can be approximated as:
v, a v_ (2.27)VII V1I
The effect of the velocity spread is the reduction of the interaction efficiency
which produces RF power in gyrotrons. The reason for this is that when there is a
velocity spread only a part of the electrons can maintain the synchronism condition of Eq.
1.1: experimentally one can try and maximize that fraction, but some reduction in
efficiency is inevitable with increasing velocity spread. The second reason is that the
maximum velocity ratio that one can reach experimentally is one where reflections of
some of the electrons starts. Thus, greater velocity spread limits this average velocity and
thus the maximum velocity ratio. This limitation in velocity ratio further limits the
ability to reach high efficiency regions of interaction.
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The primary cause of this velocity spread is the finite length of the emitter.
Electrons are emitted from different parts along the emitter and therefore experience
slightly different electric and magnetic fields. The electron beam space charge also adds
to the velocity spread. If the electron flow is not optimized in the gun region this effect is
enhanced in the vicinity of the emitter region due to entangled electron paths. This is one
of the primary reasons that the cathode slant angle is usually kept below 250, above
which non-laminar flow results [33]. The EGUN code numerically simulates the beam
optics and the space charge effects. Therefore, a careful set of design simulations with
EGUN can greatly improve the design and reduce the spread due to these effects.
Besides optics and space charge effects the factors affecting velocity spread are [33]:
" Lack of axis-symmetry in cathode magnetic field
" Lack of axis-symmetry in cathode electric field
" Thermal spread and temperature variations around the cathode emitter
" Random roughness of the cathode surface
" Non-uniform emission density
" Space charge instabilities
" Space charge variations due to reflected electrons
All the above spreads (except the last two ones) add to the spread at the initial
velocity of the electrons at the cathode. All these spreads are also adiabatic constants of
motion along the beam path all the way to the interaction region. Hence, assuming that
they are uncorrelated, they can be added up according to a statistical sum as,
2-1/2
.L = ___L(2.28)
V_ total - i=1 ( V_ i _
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2.3.3 Energy Spread
The previous section assumed that there was no energy spread between the electrons of
the beam. Yet, there are some sources of energy spread for the electrons. Energy spread
in general reduces the efficiency of the gyrotron. This has been calculated [39] as a
reduction of 10% in efficiency for a 8% energy spread Ay/(yo -1).
There are three main sources of this energy spread. The first is the finite beam
thickness and the voltage depression across the beam. This energy spread can be
calculated as [34],
1 A,,(.9
AEspread(keV) = 0.015 '' (2.29)
where rb is the beam radius and Ab is the thickness of the beam. The energy spread in Eq.
2.27 is halfway across the beam. Thus, on the outermost edge of the beam the energy of
the electrons is Ekinetic + AEspread, while the energy on the innermost edge is Ekinetic -
AEspread. In most gyrotrons this spread turns out to be small and can be usually neglected.
In the case of the coaxial gyrotron (to be described in chapter 4), this spread was
calculated to be only 0.16 %.
Another factor that introduces energy spread is electrostatic instabilities. These
have been studied by Tran. et al [40] using particle-in-cell codes. They found that energy
spread due to Bernstein modes depends on normalized density (o/Qco)2, where the
plasma frequency is op=nee2/6ome and kico=eBo/me is the non-relativistic electron
cyclotron frequency in the cavity. The usual spread from this tends to be of order 3%
reducing the interaction efficiency by -2% [39].
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The last component of energy spread is due to collisions. Since the electron-
electron collision rates are typically small and the high-vacuum tubes of today virtually
eliminate electron-neutral and electron-ion collisions, this effect can usually be neglected.
2.3.4 Velocity ratio measurement
The velocity ratio can be measured by the capacitive probe technique. Here, with the
knowledge of the beam current and the indirect measurement of one of the parameters vi1
(through a capacitive effect) one can ascertain the velocity ratio of the beam. The
advantage of the capacitive probe is that it is a passive measurement technique that is
able to measure the charge density of the beam passing through it fairly accurately. The
capacitive measurement therefore measures the axial charge density from which the
electron flux density can be determined. This is then used along with the Rogowskii
measurement of the total current to give us the value of vil. Thereafter, with the use of
energy conservation and potential used to accelerate the electron beam (Vc-Vdep) one can
calculate v1 . The velocity ratio is then just the ratio of v1 /v1 .
To quantify this technique, let us consider an electron beam of radius rb going
through a capacitive probe which has a radius rcap. The radial electric field extends from
the beam to the wall of the tunnel or capacitive probe. Now these two concentric
cylinders of length 1 can be modeled as a capacitor. Then, the voltage measured by this
probe would be of order Vcap = Q/Ccap = Xel/Ccap where Ccap is the capacitance of the
probe and Xe is the charge per unit axial length of the beam.
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If the current measured after the probe, at the collector, is I, then noting that I= Vle, the
parallel velocity can be calculated as,
1 1
v11 = (2.30)
Using this calculated value of v11 and knowing the accelerating potential V, as well
as the voltage depression Vdep, one can calculate v_1 using the energy conservation
equation. Eq. 2.31 and 2.32 are the equations required to finally calculate the velocity
ratio o:
2= 1+ Vj= 1)-2 2  (2.31)
r 511 1#
2 1/2
V V2
v V (2.32)
The probe described above is usually placed adjacent to the cavity due to two
reasons. The first is that around the cavity region the B field tends to have a negligible
component in the perpendicular direction and most of the v11 measured is the true value as
opposed to some reduction due to a angle effect. The other reason is that theoretically
speaking, we would like to measure velocity ratio in the cavity, and the closer we get to
the cavity the more accurate is the measurement.
Although one can analytically calculate the actual capacitance [34], during the
experiment itself one almost never uses this method due to stray capacitances, and non-
concentric cylinders. The equation that is used is,
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I
v= =A-- (2.33)
cap
Here the constant A can be determined in several ways. The method that can be
used in-situ to provide a representative value of A is by using a low a mode. Here, the X
is intentionally reduced by increasing the cathode magnetic field and reducing the
accelerating voltage to a minimum with reasonable current. Then, an assumption is made
that most of the velocity component of the electrons is in the parallel direction and hence
the constant A is calculated using the measured values of I and Vcap and using Eq. 2.33.
2.3.5 Rotating probe measurement of current
One of the other diagnostics designed and implemented by us was the rotating probe for
measuring the azimuthal symmetry of the electron beam. The electron beam has the
highest density in the cavity region where the magnetic field is the strongest, making the
compression of the beam the greatest. The density decreases on either side of the cavity
as the beam expands according to the Eq. 2.6. High densities of the beam actually cause
local melting of any probe that one puts in its way (this effect is further discussed in
section 2.3.5). Hence the place to measure the beam symmetry is at the place where its
density is the lowest i.e. either near the cathode (unrealistic due to mechanical reasons) or
just before it strikes the collector (where we measured it).
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the rotating probe apparatus. The central
elements of the system are a rotating feed-through which can be rotated from 00 to 3600,
a 300 sector which actually collected the current, and a connecting rod. Additionally, the
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sector was built with a hood section in order to guarantee that all the current in the 30*
sector was being collected. The sector, the rod, and the feed-through were connected
rigidly, so that when the feed-through was rotated on the outside of the tube, the sector
moved in lock step with it on the inside of the tube. The entire assembly was tested and
verified before the tube was evacuated. During the experiment, the sector was rotated
and measurements were taken in 300 steps. The measurements were taken for several
different current levels, voltage levels, and cathode heater levels in order to get a
complete picture of the performance of the cathode. Finally, the results were plotted and
compared against other techniques which had been used to measure the azimuthal
symmetry of the beam.
300 Sector Collector
Hood ... ..
Cavity
Gun
Electron
Beam
Sector Rogowskii Collector Rogowskii
(to Scope) (to Scope)
Figure 2.3: Schematic of rotating probe used to investigate azimuthal symmetry of electron beam.
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2.3.6 Witness plate measurement
In order to verify that the beam was indeed azimuthally asymmetric a definitive
test one can conduct is the witness plate test. Here, a copper plate is introduced in the
path of the beam. When the electron beam strikes this plate it creates localized melting at
the place where it strikes the copper. This causes an impression of the beam to be formed
on the copper. From this impression one can see azimuthal variations, beam radius, and
beam thickness. One has to be careful when garnering quantitative information from this
test since the localized impression on copper is a non-linear function of beam current
density. The strength of this test is its simplicity and that it can be used to either prove or
verify large azimuthal variations in beam current density. The rotating probe test is better
suited to careful quantitative variation analysis for the beam.
2.3.7 Temperature measurement
To investigate the source of the azimuthal symmetry in the current, a final test was done
on the cathode. For this, we shipped the cathode to a large cathode manufacturer
(Communication Power Industries - CPI) where the experiments were conducted by the
author using CPI's equipment. Here, the temperature variation, which was though to be a
major factor in the asymmetry, was measured with the help of an optical pyrometer. The
test consisted of a simple bell jar made of clear glass which could be evacuated. The
cathode was placed inside the bell jar and the pressure was maintained at 10-7 Torr or
better. The bell jar had connectors inside it that could feed the heater power. The optical
pyrometer was outside the bell jar and give digital readouts of temperature with an
accuracy of 2'C. The pyrometer itself is capable of measurements in the range of 750'C
to 1300*C. It worked on the principle of an internal rheostat wire (whose temperature
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could be controlled) being superimposed on the image of a particular spot on the cathode.
The rheostat temperature could be varied with a knob until it was the same color as the
image. At this point, the temperature reading was taken from the custom digital meter
connected to the rheostat which gave a readout of the temperature in degrees celcius. A
schematic of the apparatus is shown in figure 2.4.
Optical
Pyrometer
Cathode
- Cathode stand
*-- Bell-jar
Vacuum
System
Figure 2.4: Schematic of temperature measuring apparatus used to investigate the azimuthal
symmetry of the temperature of the cathode emitter.
The cathode was thus heated in the bell jar and temperature measurements were
made for four different power levels - 256 W, 428 W, 500 W, and 562 W. We measured
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the temperature at four different locations 0', 1200, 180', and 2400. These angular
positions were chosen because this is where we expected to see the largest temperature
variations i.e. we expected the coldest spot to be at ~ 0 and the hottest spot at - 240*.
Each of the readings was taken by two people (Mark Guaraglia of CPI and myself) in
order to verify the reading.
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Chapter 3
Ferroelectric cathode experiments
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the experimental results of the operation of two ferroelectric
cathodes of relatively large size to prove the scalability of these cathodes. Then we
describe an experiment conducted to demonstrate microwave generation from
ferroelectrics, and the investigation of emission characteristics of ferroelectrics.
The first large cathode had a diameter of 10.2 cm and was built in the Pierce
cathode geometry at Integrated Applied Physics (IAP). The author helped operate this
experiment which was designed and fabricated at IAP. It achieved emission currents of
up to 1.2 kA (15.3 A/cm2 ) at voltages up to 100 kV, in 150 ns pulses. The second cathode
had an annular shape with a diameter of 11.4 cm and a width of 0.25 cm. It was built at
MIT to produce an annular electron beam for use in a Gyrotron microwave source. It
operated at currents of up to 10 A (1.1 A/cm2 ) at 8 kV, in 5 pts pulses. Detailed operating
characteristics for each of these electron sources is reported. These results indicate that
ferroelectric cathodes can be used to produce electron beams of large area and size, with
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high total operating current and pulse lengths of several microseconds. These sources
should be suitable for use in future microwave generation experiments.
Most ferroelectric cathode experiments have been performed using cathodes with
a diameter of 2-4 cm and a thickness of 1-2 mm [21-30]. The currents that have been
obtained are of the order of tens of amperes [21-30] with current densities of order 10-100
A/cm2 , and pulse lengths of about 100 ns to 1 ps [see refs. 21-30 and references therein].
Thus, the experiment with a 10.2 cm planar cathode built in a Pierce geometry, and an
annular beam experiment using a 12.2 cm ferroelectric disk demonstrate the scalability of
ferroelectric cathodes to sizes and beam shapes required in many applications.
Experiments investigating the emission characteristics were conducted jointly at
Tel-Aviv University [31]. Here we successfully achieved a perveance of over 65 pP and
an energy spread of 100 eV (FWHM) from a ferroelectric gun. Successful experiments
were also conducted demonstrating the first ever generation of microwaves using a
ferroelectric cathode [41].
In spite of all the advantages and demonstrated scalability, the process of
ferroelectric emission from cathodes is not well quantified. Attempts have been made
over the last few years to explain the process of electron emission from ferroelectrics
[21,29,42,43,44]. The traditional explanation is that the emission results from a
polarization switching effect, which is initiated by a pulse across the ferroelectric cathode
[44]. The polarization switching causes electrons, which are in the surface layer to be
emitted. A second explanation is that the electron emission is caused by a plasma layer,
which is formed on the surface of the ferroelectric when it is switched [29,45]. Recent
experiments at Tel-Aviv Univ. [21,46] have confirmed the presence of a plasma with a
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density of 10-1012 cm3 on the ferroelectric cathode surface. Experiments have also
confirmed the presence of high energy electrons, of order a few keV, being emitted from
the cathode surface [27,46]. The experiments described in this chapter demonstrate the
scalability of ferroelectric cathodes to high total currents and long pulselengths. Some
discussion is also provided regarding the emission process from ferroelectrics.
3.2 Large area Ferroelectric Cathode Experiments
For both the experiments described below, there is a pulse applied across the
ferroelectric to initiate emission, and another pulse between the anode (stainless steel
plate) and cathode (ferroelectric disk emitting side) to transport the electrons from the
cathode to the anode. The usual value of the pulse across the ferroelectric is 1-2 kV, and
the pulse applied across the anode-cathode gap is in the range of 0-100 kV. The delay
between the ferroelectric pulse and the anode-cathode pulse can be arbitrarily varied from
0 to 12 ps in both experiments.
3.2.1 Planar beam experiment
The planar cathode experiment employed a 10.2 cm diameter, 1 mm thick LTZ-2
ferroelectric disk (made by Transducer Products [47]), that was designed and operated at
Integrated Applied Physics (IAP). The pattern etched into the silver on the emitting side
of the ferroelectric consisted of a honeycomb pattern with the distance between the
parallel sides of the hexagon of 200 pm, and an overall transparency of 40 %. It was
constructed to have an emitting diameter of 10.0 cm (part of the 10.2 cm disk was
covered by the mechanical holding structure for the ferroelectric disk) and had a Pierce
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geometry which was designed using EGUN [17]. Thus the total emitting area was 78.5
cm 2 . The ferroelectric was poled and had a relative dielectric constant of 2100 [47]. The
schematic of the gun is shown in Figure 3.1. A cylindrical glass insulator whose diameter
was 24.8 cm and length was 23.5 cm, separated the anode and cathode. The anode-
cathode distance was 4 cm. The base pressure was maintained at 10-6 Torr.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the planar ferroelectric cathode gun at IAP with a diameter of 10.2 cm and a
anode-cathode gap of 4 cm.
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The electrical setup used to drive the ferroelectric had an isolation transformer and
a stack of Aluminum plates to grade the high anode-cathode voltage down in steps. The
ferroelectric pulse was thus applied to the 130 nF ferroelectric cathode through the
metglass core isolation transformer. The ferroelectric driver pulse was 1 kV, 700 A, and
had a risetime less than 300 ns. The isolation transformer itself was built by IAP for this
experiment, and had a metglass core with a 3:1 step-down ratio. A 10 Q transmission
line with a Thyratron switch was used to provide the pulse at the primary of the metglass
transformer.
The diode was rated at 200 kV with a design electric field strength of 50 kV/cm at
the cathode. A glass insulator holding the ferroelectric cathode was suspended in an oil
tank as shown in Figure 3.1. The pulse applied across the ferroelectric, Vf, is shown in
Figure 3.2, where a positive potential of 1 kV is applied to the back of the ferroelectric
(with respect to the front emitting side of the ferroelectric). The accelerating potential,
Va, and the observed beam current are shown in Figure 3.3. One observes that the total
beam current, I, obtained in this shot was -1000 A. From the time axis one can see the
shot shown in Figure 3.3 has a delay of 6 ps with respect to the beginning of the pulse
across the ferroelectric (Figure 3.2). The accelerating potential (Va) was applied using a
Marx bank whose output voltage was varied in the range of 15 - 100 kV, although most
of the data presented here is of voltages up to 65 kV. The diagnostic for measuring
current was a custom-made Rogowskii coil mounted around the glass insulator (Figure
3.1). The anode was a steel cylinder maintained at a distance of 4 cm from the cathode.
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Figure 3.2: Pulse applied across the IAP planar ferroelectric cathode to excite emission - V,,(solid
line), I,,(dashed line).
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Figure 3.4: Beam current vs. delay between the pulse applied across the ferroelectric and the
accelerating pulse across the anode-cathode (Vk=50 kV).
Another parameter measured was the beam current versus the delay between the
application of the pulse across the ferroelectric and the application of the anode-cathode
accelerating potential. The results of the observed current vs. the delay are shown in
Fig.4. This measurement was made with the anode-cathode voltage set at 50 kV. The V-
I characteristic of this gun is shown in Figure 3.5. One observes that the maximum
current in this case was just 325 Amps and the diode impedance was -200 Q (data at 2 ps
delay). One should note that the V-I curve shown in Figure 3.5 was for 2 ps delay, while
higher currents were obtained for delays -5 ps. Also shown in Figure 3.5 is the current
predicted for the diode with space charge limited flow i.e. the Child-Langmuir limit [48].
Current in excess of the Child-Langmuir limit has been observed in previous experiments
[21-29] and discussed therein.
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Figure 3.5: V-I characteristics of the planar ferroelectric gun. Impedance -200 ohms.
3.2.2 Annular beam experiment
The annular beam experiment was conducted using a 12.2 cm diameter, 1.5 mm thick,
APC-851 ferroelectric disk (made by American Piezo Ceramics [49]). The annular
emitting strip (on the 12.2 cm diameter disk) was centered at a diameter of 11.4 cm and
had a width of 2.5 mm. Thus, the total emitting area was about 8.95 cm2 . The emitting
side was patterned with a honeycomb silver pattern. The open areas of the honeycombs
were of diameter 200 pm and had a closely packed structure with a total open area of
about 40%. The capacitance of the ferroelectric cathode was measured to be 40 nF. The
ferroelectric was poled and had a dielectric constant of 2200 [49]. The cathode and
emitter shape were optimized using the code EGUN [17], to produce a high quality
electron beam for possible use in a 1 MW Gyrotron experiment. One should also note the
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novelty of this Gyrotron gun is that it uses a flat cathode, as opposed to the usual
Magnetron Injection Guns (MIG) which use an emitting strip at an angle with the
magnetic axis (see figure 2.1). The EGUN design was made with an effort to keep the
velocity spread to a few percent, to keep the electric field strength below 50 kV/cm, and
to get a transverse to parallel velocity ratio (of the electron beam) of about 1.6. This had
to be done while maintaining a flat cathode shape, and was designed as shown in Figure
3.6. The vertical lines in this figure are lines of constant potential while the thick wavy
horizontal line is the electron beam emanating from the cathode. The magnetic field is
shown increasing across the gun from 0.13 T to 0.25 T.
The mechanical setup of the gun is shown in Figure 3.7. Care had to be taken in
holding the ferroelectric firmly but without any stresses, which would crack the disk.
This was done by using spring plungers, which were etched to weaken them, and gold
contacts to provide a mechanically soft but an electrically strong contact. This ended up
being an important lesson that we learnt regarding the fragility of such large ferroelectric
cathode, and how important it is to provide the right contact for them. The anode-cathode
distance was 2.16 cm. The electrical circuit used to apply a pulse across the ferroelectric
consisted of a pulse forming network, a Thyratron switch, and a 3:1 iron-core isolation
transformer.
The entire gun was supported on a stand made of an insulating material (G-10). A
port on the gun side was added later where we put a flange with a quartz window in order
to try and observe any plasma, if possible. We did not observe any such plasma, due to
the low pressure inside the gun and because the cathode material was in the ferroelectric
phase and not the paralectric phase, which is a known effect [21,31].
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Figure 3.6: EGUN design of the annular ferroelectric gun at MIT. The velocity spread (at the cavity
injection point) is 6.9 %, and the transverse to parallel velocity ratio is 1.6.
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Figure 3.8 (a): Pulse applied across the MIT annular ferroelectric cathode to excite emission - V,,, I,, are
the voltage and current of the pulse across the ferroelectric.
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Figure 3.8 (b): Emitted current reaching the anode and acceleration voltage - I1, Vk (bottom). The delay
in this case is -5 ps (from Figure 3.8 (a) above).
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The pulse applied across the ferroelectric (VC, Ie) was usually in the range of 1.1 -
1.8 kV, 20 Amps. The accelerating voltage applied across the anode- cathode gap (V.,)
was in the range of 0 - 15 kV. For testing the gun, we used a simple aluminum plate as
the anode. The plate has a diameter of 16.5 cm, a thickness of 8 mm and the plate was
maintained 2.16 cm from the emitting ferroelectric surface.
This whole diode was then held inside a 21.3 cm diameter, 22.8 cm long ceramic
(MACOR) cylinder with metal flanges brazed on both the ends. The anode plate was
grounded, and the cathode had the negative high voltage. The V,, was applied to the
ferroelectric through an isolation transformer. The base pressure was 2x10 7 Torr.
Using this setup, experiments were carried out with typical pulses applied across
the ferroelectric (V,, i,) shown in Figure 3.8 (top). The anode-cathode accelerating
voltage applied (V,) and the emitted current (I,) are shown in Figure 3.8 (bottom). Note
that the two traces are plotted on the same time scale, and thus the delay of emission in
this case is -5 ps. The emission delay is the measured delay in time between the
application of the switching pulse across the ferroelectric cathode and the observation of
current at the anode. The V-I characteristic curve for this diode gun was measured over
several shots and is shown in Figure 3.9. The gap impedance from this curve was
estimated to be 600-800 Q.
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Figure 3.9: V-I characteristics of the annular ferroelectric gun at MIT. The diode impedance can be
estimated as 600-800 Q.
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3.3 Microwave generation from ferroelectrics
Collaborative experiments were conducted at Tel-Aviv University [41], which used a
ferroelectric cathode to generate microwave power. The interaction was of the
ferroelectric electron beam in a cyclotron-resonance maser (CRM). The CRM oscillator
operated at - 7 GHz, near the cut-off frequency of a hollow cylindrical cavity. The
cathode itself was a PLZT (Lead-Zirconium-Titanate) ferroelectric with a high dielectric
constant of 4000.
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.10 below. The
experiment consisted of a cylindrical cavity of length 60 cm, and diameter of 2.6 cm.
One end of the cavity was formed by the grid on the ferroelectric cathodes emitting
surface and the other end was formed by a partial RF mirror.
Ferroelectric
cathode
I
Solenoid
..........
Isolating
wincow
e-beam
Grid
.000orRF
Diagnost
Partial mirror Collector Curre
Figure 3.10: Schematic of experimental setup for the ferroelectric microwave experiment.
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Accelerating voltages between the anode-cathode gap of 2.5 cm were up to 9 kV.
The RF partial mirror consisted of a disc with a hole to let the electron beam through and
to permit coupling of the electron beam. The electron beam was then collected at a
collector where current was measured by an external Rogowskii coil.
The typical traces for the collector current and the microwave output signal are
shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12. The collector current was up to 0.4 A with a
pulsewidth of - 1 is, while the RF output power exceeded 25 W when the electron beam
was accelerated to 9 kV. Typical efficiencies were ~ 1%. Figure 3.13 shows the RF
output power versus frequency.
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Figure 3.11: Collector current (generated from ferroelectric cathode)
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Figure 3.13: RF output power vs. frequency.
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3.4 Ferroelectric emission characteristics
Understanding the ferroectric cathodes emission process has been one of the ongoing
goals of the ferroelectric program at MIT. Theoretical studies have been done using
results obtained from several experiments conducted at MIT, and during a collaboration
with Tel-Aviv University, as well as results reported in literature.
The two explanations of the emission from ferroelectrics surround either a
polarization switching effect initiated by a pulse across the ferroelectric causing electrons
to be emitted from the surface layer; or electron emission caused by a plasma layer which
is formed on the surface of the ferroelectric when it is switched. We proposed that it did
not have to be either the first one or the second, but that different effects were dominant
in different phases of the ferroelectric emission. Hence, we investigated two major
effects governing ferroelectric emission. Experiments were done to demonstrate that the
electrons emitted from the ferroelectric cathode surface had a (i) initial energy, and a (ii)
surface plasma on the ferroelectric cathode surface. Both these effects cause the Child-
Langmuir limit to be exceeded. Both the effects are dependent on the phase of the
ferroelectric material being used, and are dominant at different times after the
ferroelectric cathode has been pulsed. Using a modified Child-Langmuir relation, we
found that by including the initial (kinetic) energy of electrons, one observes good
agreement with experimental data. The initial energy of the emitted electrons is taken as
a gaussian distribution with an average value of 1.4 - 2.25 keV, which is consistent with
experimentally observed values. Furthermore, the effect of a low density plasma on the
ferroelectric surface is also investigated, the plasma density is found to be of order 10"'-
10" cm. With these effects one can explain exceeding the traditional Child-Langmuir
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limit, having a non-zero current at zero accelerating potential across the diode gap, and a
host of other experimental observations which have been made using ferroelectric
cathodes (further explained in section 3.4.4). Thus, our explanation of the ferroelectric
cathode emission process proposes that there are two dominant effects governing
ferroelectric emission:
I. Initial energy of emitted electrons.
II. Low density plasma on the ferroelectric cathode surface.
3.4.1 Initial Energy Effects
The traditional explanation for electrically stimulated ferroelectric electron
emission has been that when a pulse is applied across the polarized ferroelectric, the
polarization of the ferroelectric is switched creating uncompensated charge on the
surface. This charge is then ejected in the form of an energetic electron beam. Although
this argument is roughly correct, it does not specify the origin of the electrons and cannot
explain the different time delays observed in electron emission in all the experiments [21-
31, 42-46] (including Figure 3.4). Also it does not quantify any parameters which could
be measured and checked directly against experimental observations.
(i) Direct experimental verification of electron distribution
To verify the estimates of the previous section, the distribution function of the
energies of the electrons from the ferroelectric surface has been directly measured using a
retarding potential [31]. The experimental setup of this is shown in Figure 3.14. The
ferroelectric crystal used was PLZT 12/65/35. The rear contact was grounded and the
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front (emitting) side was connected to the trigger through a ring electrode with a fine
mesh on it. The trigger provided was negative and between 1.5 - 2.2 kV, with a pulse
width of 150 ns. An intermediate grid was placed 3mm from the cathode and was used
for either electron acceleration (with a positive voltage) or electron retardation (with a
negative voltage). This grid voltage was varied between 0 kV and -3 kV. The
Collimated Faraday Cup (CFC) was placed 2 cm from the cathode and its grid was
grounded. The CFC eliminates the influence of the faraday cups bias potential when
measuring electrons. The faraday cup was bias voltage varied from -2.5 kV to 2.5 kV.
The DC axial magnetic field used was -500 G.
For the experiment to obtain the initial energy distribution of the electron beam
emitted from the ferroelectric cathode. The collector was biased at +50 V to prevent
secondary electron emission. The emitted charge was measured against increasing
retarding potential. The plot obtained was then differentiated to give a distribution
function of energies of the electrons with a gaussian-like profile of average energy -1.6
keV, as shown in Figure 3.15.
Although this experiment was collaboratively performed at Tel-Aviv University
[31], this result has also been observed at CERN [30] where the observed average
energies were of order -2.5 keV (different ferroelectric material in a different material
phase from the 1.6 keV data). Thus, in either case one can see that an estimate of a few
keV of electron energies with a gaussian distribution has been observed.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure the ferroelectric electron beam
initial energy distribution.
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Figure 3.15: Measured electron energy spectrum from ferroelectric cathode. Maximum trigger voltage
was -1800 V.
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(ii) Modified Child-Langmuir law
Using the initial energy estimates of a few keV, and a gaussian profile for the
electron energies, we can proceed with the. recalculation of a modified Child-Langmuir
law to estimate the enhanced current that one can predict for this non-zero initial energy
case. The additional parameter is the average value of the kinetic energy that the
electrons are born with. This calculation was performed in Langmuir's [50] and Liu's
[51] papers, where the Poisson's equation was solved using a gaussian distribution
function to obtain the modified Child-Langmuir current density as:
4 f- ( V - CD )312 2.66
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where V=anode-cathode voltage, v0 = initial velocity, and d = anode-cathode gap (and
the enhanced current density is a function of the three parameters shown below in Eq.3.2
alone).
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3.4.2 Surface plasma effect
The formation of a low density plasma on the ferroelectric cathode surface has
been recently verified by experimental measurements [21,31] measuring a surface plasma
density of ~ 10'0 -10 2 cm 3 with a temperature of - 1 eV. One of the mechanisms by
which this plasma could be formed is the breakdown of the adsorbed gasses on the
ferroelectric cathode surface (with 0.01-0.1 eV binding energy) by priming electrons
generated at the vacuum-metal-dielectric boundary. Surface flashover physics literature
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estimates the initial ionization to take place within a thin layer of desorbed gas, which is
in a layer extending 1-5 pm from the surface [61]. If one utilizes the plasma density of
the order 1012 cm- and a temperature of 1 eV, one gets the Debye length of over - 5 pm.
Thus, one can see that the surface plasma is penetrated by the uncompensated charge
fields causing the electrons to be accelerated in one direction (towards the anode) and the
ions in the opposite direction (shown in Figure 3.16 below). Experimental evidence of
the energetic electrons [31] being emitted away from the cathode and ions being
accelerated (and getting embedded) into the cathode ferroelectric material [57] on the
other side has been established. One must note that this argument requires a collisionless
process for the electrons and ions in the plasma, for the electrons and ions to be
accelerated by the field without losing energy to collisions. This can be verified by
checking that vt<<1 where v is the collision frequency (electron-electron, electron-ion,
electron-neutral) and t is the transit time.
Energetic electrons ejected towards the anode
Surface plasma Debye length
Metal
electrodes FerroelectricEmitting Surface
Figure 3.16: Emission process with surface plasma and energetic electrons.
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(i) Experimental verification of Surface Plasma
If we carefully examine the trace in Figure 3.3, we see that the accelerating
voltage has a negative swing (repelling potential), and during this part of the trace we
observe a ion current of -125A. Using this as the ion saturation current and the relation
of j = env ( where j is ion current density, n is plasma density, and v is ion velocity), we
find that for 78.5 cm2 , and non-relativistic v = 2.17x108 cm/s (for 25 kV, 1 a.m.u.); the
plasma density can be estimated. When this is weighted by the ratio of the total charge in
the ferroelectric switching circuit to the total charge emitted QJQ to account for the two
parallel circuits [details in Ref. 46], we get the value of the plasma density on the surface
as 2.7 x 1012 cm-. This is slightly higher than the density estimate by Rosenman et al
[46] by a same technique of 1012 cm-. Besides this evidence, a dull flash has been
observed in several ferroelectric cathode experiments [21,24], which is representative of a
plasma on the surface of the ferroelectric. Damage observed on the ferroelectric surface
after several thousand shots and lack of reproducibility of emission pulses during the
initial few thousand shots are all indicators of a surface plasma.
(ii) Parameters of the plasma
A summary of typical plasma parameters measured for ferroelectric cathodes would be:
Surface plasma density - 10'10-0 2 cm3 (Tel-Aviv Univ. [46], IAP [22])
Plasma expansion velocity:
Across the surface - 1-2 x10 6 cm/s (Tel-Aviv Univ. [46], IAP [22])
Into the diode - 2-6 x10 6 cm/s (Tel-Aviv Univ. [21])
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3.4.3 Discussion of ferroelectric emission process
(i) Emission process
The emission process from ferroelectrics can be explained in terms of the pulse
across the ferroelectric causing a partial polarization switching. This creates in turn a
bounded uncompensated charge. A small initial priming emission (of the order of a few
nano or micro amperes) created by this uncompensated charge at the metal-dielectric-
vacuum boundary is what creates a surface plasma [46] (literature does show that priming
emission even in the nanoamp range is sufficient to initiate a surface flashover [59-61]).
The plasma layer enlarges as the voltage rises and is able to spread across the surface in a
time period of - 1.33 x Risetime of pulse across ferroelectric. The thin plasma layer of 1-
5 pm is formed across the surface, which is less than the Debye length. Hence, the
uncompensated charge creates a field, which penetrates the plasma on the surface. This
influences the electrons in the plasma, accelerating them towards the anode with an initial
energy (which has been measured) [31]; and the ions in the plasma, which are also
accelerated in the opposite direction to be embedded in the cathode material (which has
also been verified [57]).
The surface plasma is also involved in the dynamic compensation of the switched
charge. The bounded uncompensated charge distribution is long lived in comparison to
the plasma on the surface which exists for a shorter time period Rxv, where R is the
radius of the cathode and v is the velocity of the surface plasma on the surface (estimated
to be 1-3 cm/ps in the next section). Also note that the uncompensated charge is a
function of time and has a dynamic process of compensation associated with it, which
includes the creation of uncompensated charge due to domain switching and reduction
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due to the ions. At longer delay times we see increased emission, which may be
attributed to an increased emission area on the cathode surface, which in turn means that
the area estimated for non-optimum delays would be smaller and the initial energy larger.
The exact initial energy, the energy distribution, and the spatial profile of energies on
various points of the cathode surface is dependent on the local uncompensated charge
distribution on the surface, and the degree to which the ferroelectric is switched.
Therefore, we have taken a average value of a few keV and a gaussian to simplify the
calculation and because similar distributions have been experimentally measured (Figure
3.15).
A point to note that the actual emission from the ferroelectric may be just a few
nano or micro amperes but it creates the surface plasma from which the many tens of
amperes per sq. cm can be obtained. Also, the uncompensated charge gives the plasma
electrons an initial energy and thus an inherent directionality, which causes the beam
generated to have better brightness and emittance characteristics than one usually expects
from plasma cathodes. Although the numbers stated in this paper (for initial energy,
plasma density, current density, delay) would probably vary with respect to ferroelectric
material, the exact geometry of the diode configuration, temperature, and the phase of the
ferroelectric being used; they are representative of most of the ferroelectric experiments
carried out to date.
(ii) Application to experimental V-I curves
Application of the modified Child-Langmuir expression to the experimental data
is shown in Figure 3.16. The IAP experiment was conducted using a 10.2 cm diameter
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ferroelectric cathode. In this experiment the anode-cathode distance was 4 cm and the
total emitting area was 78.5 cm2 . Figure 3.15 shows the modified Child-Langmuir
(Theory curve), the traditional Child-Langmuir curves, and the experiment data points.
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Figure 3.17: Experimental, Child-Langmuir, and theoretical V-I curves for IAP results (Theory curve
are fitted to the modified initial energy equations, with an average energy of 2.25 keV).
The theory curve shown in Figure 3.9 was fitted to an average energy of 1 keV.
Thus, one can see that the initial energy spectrum that one can measure experimentally is
in agreement with the one required to explain the current from ferroelectrics being many
times greater that the traditional Child-Langmuir limit. The question that remains is the
source of the electrons forming the beam and the interaction between these energetic
electrons and the surface plasma, which is discussed next.
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(iii) Delay characteristics
Another experimentally observed effect in ferroelectric cathodes is that the emitted
current is observed after a finite delay after the pulse across the ferroelectric. This effect
has been further experimentally investigated, and results from our experiments and
various sources in literature show a linear relationship between the risetime of the pulse
across the ferroelectric and the delay observed. As one sees in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.8
the relation is that the emitted current is observed a short time after the peak of the
voltage pulse applied across the ferroelectric (Delay - 1.33 x Risetime). This is
consistent with flashover occurring at the peak voltage (especially when the ferroelectric
is being operated near its threshold voltage for emission, as it is in most ferroelectric
experiments). Once the plasma is created, it then propagates across the ferroelectric
cathode surface in a finite expansion time leading to a slight further delay (the additional
0.33, in this case). The exact manner in which this plasma would propagate would be
dependent on the surface and the geometry of the diode, ratio of the size of the cathode to
the anode-cathode gap distance, as well as other geometrical considerations such as solid
or annular beam. In cases when the voltage used is much higher than the threshold
voltage (for measurable emission current), then one would expect the breakdown to occur
before the voltage pulse across the ferroelectric reaches its peak, and has been seen in
Cornell's experiments [24].
Also shown in Figure 3.17 is the linear variation of the minimum delay observed
in various experiments as a function of the radius of the cathode used. All the data values
are shown in Table 3.1. The reason that this is plotted is that the surface plasma
originates at a point/points and then spreads over the surface. In zeroth order, we assume
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Figure 3.18: Minimum delay of emitted current vs. (i) risetime of pulse applied across the ferroelectric
cathode, and (ii) radius of various cathodes (Data in Table 3.1).
that the plasma originates at the center and spreads to the edge, before we see a
measurable beam. This gives us an estimate of a plasma velocity across the surface of 4.2
cm/ps. Yet, one must remember that the actual case is probably small microplasma
points at various places spreading over the surface (such as shown by Shur et al [21]),
and this would significantly reduce the plasma expansion velocity across the surface to
-1-2 cm/ps. This is in agreement with plasma expansion velocities [58] observed in other
plasma cathode experiments. One can also plot optimum delay (where maximum beam
current is obtained) vs. radius of cathode to get comparable results. Also, as the plasma
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expands over the cathode surface one would expect the measured current to increase
initially and then decrease as the plasma formulates on the surface initially and then
moves off the surface: this is verified by examining Figure 3.4 and the data from
Sampayan et al [25].
M ' n Risetime of Pulse R Source of data
across ferroelectric (ps)
An0.150 Cornell [24]
0.350 IAP [22]
6'':1.000 MIT (without x-former)
2.000 MIT (with x-former)
7.0'5.000 MIT (Uong pulse)
- 056 Gundel [55]
- 0 Benedek [43]
03 -5 Sampayan [25]
-. 0 IAP [22]
4- 5 MIT
Table 3. 1: Minimum delays, risetime of pulse across ferroelectric, and radii of ferroelectric cathodes
from MIT experiments and sources in literature.
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(iv) Diode impedance
If one analyzes the diode impedance, the dominant effect that dictates this is the
initial energy of the electrons for short pulses and for ferroelectric cathodes in the
ferroelectric phase. If long pulses (microseconds) are investigated then plasma expansion
becomes an important factor, depending on the diode geometry. Thus, the dominant
effect amongst the two is dependent on the amount of polarization switching achieved,
the anode-cathode gap distance, and the length of the beam pulse. The greater the
polarization switching, the greater is the uncompensated surface charge, leading to higher
initial energies. For the plasma effect, we see that the greater the anode-cathode gap, the
lower is the effect of gap reduction. Conversely, the lower the switching voltage, the
lower is the uncompensated charge and (thus) the initial energy, and the lower is the
plasma density [46], and the consequent experimental current is lower due to lower initial
energies and lower plasma densities.
(v) Luminosity of surface plasma
Another factor that is observable is the luminosity of the plasma across the surface
when a higher density plasma is created across the surface. Lower density plasmas are
created when the cathode material used is in the ferroelectric phase. These have low
luminosity and may be difficult to observe. On the other hand, when ferroelectric
cathodes in the paraelectric phase are used one can see the plasma [56,62]. It can also be
said that the plasma expansion velocities will probably be higher for the higher density
surface plasmas, and that the lack of luminosity may be an indicator of a weak plasma
rather than a lack of emission from a ferroelectric ceramic.
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3.4.4 Effects explained by proposed emission process
Thus, the two effects enumerated provide a quantitative basis for further investigation of
ferroelectric electron emission. Although the theoretical curves show good agreement
with experimental data for average energies in the range of 1 - 2.25 keV (which is within
the range of experimentally measured energies), and surface plasma densities of order of
~ 1012 cm 3 has been experimentally verified. One has to recognize that these estimates
will vary during a pulse and across ferroelectrics because of dynamic domain switching
and plasma evolution. Nevertheless, initial energy effects and the surface plasma are able
to explain:
1. Exceeding the Child-Langmuir limit of current density.
2. Non-zero emission current at zero accelerating voltage and the somewhat linear V-I
curves (as compared to the distinct V 2 dependence of the traditional Child-Langmuir).
3. Emittance and brightness comparable to thermionic cathodes, due to the directionality
of the electrons born on the cathode surface with an initial energy.
4. Emitted charge, which can exceed bound surface charge, due to the plasma on the
ferroelectric cathode's surface.
5. Shot-to-shot inconsistencies (which are frequently observed), as well as some
evidence of conditioning - both of which would be typical for a plasma effect on the
surface.
6. Experimentally observed energetic electrons with a distribution functions which
would be consistent with theoretical analysis, and plasma densities of order - 1012 cm-.
7. Delay characteristics being dependent on the risetime of the pulse across the
ferroelectric and the radius of the emitter being used, due to the plasma effect.
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One can conclude from the experiments described in this chapter that there are
several attractive features that have now been proven about ferroelectric cathodes.
That being said, there are several other properties such as lifetime of the cathode,
poor understanding of the emission process, and several others (application specific),
which yet need to be investigated before the widespread adoption of these cathodes
in practical settings.
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Chapter 4
Coaxial Gyrotron Design
4.1 Introduction
The two most important technical constraints which limit the development of high power
gyrotrons are ohmic losses on the cavity walls and the capacity of gyrotron windows to
handle megawatts of CW power. Attempts have been made to solve the cavity wall
losses problem by increasing the volume/size of the cavity region, but this leads to the
choice of higher order modes and hence enhanced mode competition. The second major
limitation, which is the availability of microwave windows that are capable of handling
megawatts of CW power is also being investigated by several groups. In recent years this
limitation has been somewhat alleviated by the introduction of diamond windows [15],
dome windows, and other novel window concepts. Hence, the onus is once again on the
tube and the cavity to increase the amount of power generated per tube as well as
simplify the design of the tube i.e. move toward diode guns instead of the triode guns
presently in wide use. One of the promising candidates for this is the diode coaxial
gyrotron.
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Mode selection has usually been effectively achieved in gyrotrons by placing a
thin annular beam at a radius corresponding to the maximum value of the coupling
impedance between the beam and the non-symmetric TEm,p mode [1-10] (where m is the
azimuthal index number and p is the radial index number). This method is especially
effective in selecting whispering gallery modes (m>>p). Thus, the smaller radial index
modes are discriminated against because the radii of the electron guiding centers are
smaller than the radii of their wave caustic (in the waveguide which makes up the
gyrotron), which causes them not to be excited. This places the electron beam in a low
coupling region of an exponentially decaying field, making the coupling with these
modes quite small. On the other hand, modes with higher radial index numbers are
strongly coupled to the electron beam and have lower starting currents. The drawback of
whispering gallery modes is that they are concentrated somewhat close to the walls of the
cavity, causing the fields to be substantial at the cavity walls as the microwave power
levels exceed a megawatt, making the ohmic power losses prohibitively high. As the
requirements for power and frequency rise, the operating mode radial index increases and
mode selectivity decreases.
Selectivity of modes with large radial indexes can be achieved by a cavity with a
coaxial conductor [67]. The presence of a coaxial conductor leads to the deformation of
the spectrum of mode eigen-frequencies that rarify the competing modes around the
operating mode, if the conductor is chosen properly. Also, the coax radius can be
arranged such that it is smaller than the caustic of the operating mode but closer to the
caustic radii of the parasitic modes with larger indices. This helps in the further
degradation of the competing modes by profiling the shape of the conductor. Finally, the
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introduction of the coaxial conductor as a ground plane closer to the electron beam helps
reduce the voltage depression and corresponding degradation of the electronic efficiency.
This chapter discusses the design of a coaxial gyrotron, which is a tube built and
operated within collaboration with Physical Sciences Incorporated (PSI). The tube was
designed at PSI under a Small Business Innovative Research grant. PSI also fabricated
the initial tube design, while several subsequent changes to the tube were made at MIT.
The design is for a 3 MW, 140 GHz gyrotron in the TE21,13 mode. A schematic of the
gyrotron is shown in Figure 4.1. The figure shows the configuration where the gyrotron
was operated with a fixed coaxial conductor and power was extracted axially. (A
mechanical drawing of the gyrotron with the mode converter and a single mirror is shown
in Figure 4.26).
2
3 4
19
7
5
6
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the 3MW, 140 GHz gyrotron operated at MIT.
1. Cathode 2. Anodes 3. Coaxial Conductor 4.Cavity 5. Collector
6. Window 7. Superconducting Magnet 8. Gun coils 9. Valve
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4.2 Gyrotron cavity
The mode in the coaxial gyrotron had to satisfy several constraints. It was selected in a
manner that ohmic heating on the inner and outer conductors was within acceptable
parameters for CW operation (600 W/cm 2). The outer walls of the cavity were made of
copper while the inner coaxial conductor was made from 304 stainless steel. The inner
conductor was made of steel instead of copper, as copper is much softer than steel and
could have resulted in a sag due to the long length of the inner conductor of -100 cm.
For machining ease several sections were made, all of which were held together with a
strength press fit. The cavity section of this tube was designed with a slightly smaller
radius than the theoretical value in order for us to be able to make a sleeve which could
be slid on and fixed. The advantage of this system was that if at some point if one
wanted to change the shape (taper, corrugations, etc.) of the inner conductor then this
sleeve would provide the flexibility to do so without having to entirely re-machine one of
the coaxial conductor sections. Figure 4.2 below shows a schematic of the cavity with
some dimensions.
0.888" 0.551" 0.85"
Copper outer
cavity wall
0.965"0 0.971"1
0.896"
.326"1
Stainless steel Electron beam
inner conductor
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the cavity section of the coaxial gyrotron.
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4.2.1 Cavity Mode
Previous studies [64,68] have shown that the TEm,p with m-p is the most promising for
high power coaxial gyrotrons (m,p are azimuthal,radial index). These are the so called
'body' modes which have their fields concentrated away from the cavity walls which
reduces the ohmic wall loading (which is a limiting issue in whispering gallery modes
with m>>p). Figure 4.3 shows a good graphical representation of how higher radial
index (p) modes allow higher powers to be achieved from gyrotron tubes. The modes
were chosen such that the peak ohmic heat loading on the outer wall was below 3kW/cm 2
2
with an average value of 1.5 kW/cm2. The heating on the inner conductor was kept
below 600 W/cm 2 by keeping the radius of the conductor small enough. The appropriate
design of a 3 MW gyrotron at 140 GHz was made using the expressions in reference [69].
The average density of ohmic power was 1.5 kW/cm 2, at the output power level of 3 MW
at 140GHz, with a resonator length to wavelength ratio of 8.5, and eigen-number close to
65. There were several modes with roots near the eigen-number of 65, but the TE21,13
mode was chosen because of previous Russian results of over 2 MW power [64,68].
Once the mode is selected one can then determine the efficiency of operation at
the desired output power level. The effect of the inner conductor on the design mode
must be small for this to be a viable option and efficiency can then be calculated
neglecting the effects of the inner conductor. This was done using the codes CAVRF and
EFF written by Fliflet et al [70]. These codes assume a slowly varying axial profile, and
no velocity spread is included for this stage. The field and the cavity profile are shown in
Figure 4.4. The beam position then was calculated by investigating the coupling
impedance as a function of beam radius (shown in Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.3: Output power vs. waveguide indices at a fixed average ohmic wall loading. The lines
indicate the constant power contours. Hence, the 21,13 mode clearly lies on the 3 MW power level.
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The two peaks at r = 7.5 mm and 8.2 mm are for the co-rotating wave (left) and
counter wave (right). To reduce mode competition the outer peak mode was chosen,
which is shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows the efficiency versus beam current for
the case of 95 kV, and a velocity ratio of 1.5. Table 4.1 summarizes the cavity
parameters where the back leakage is the power leaking towards the gun and p and F are
the normalized cavity length (normalized to the wavelength at the design frequency) and
field strength parameters respectively (normalized to power levels), as defined in [69].
These normalized parameters are important in the comparison of one gyrotron tube to
another. They are independent of frequency, power levels, and design variances between
tube. Hence, most theory of gyrotron tubes is usually reported in terms of these
parameters which makes its applicability to different gyrotrons easier. In fact, in the next
chapter this fact is used in analyzing some of the results from this tube.
Table 4.1: TE21 ,13 cavity parameters from the single mode code [11].
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Q diffraction 1467
1/?, 8.5
Peak ohmic heating 2.8 kW/cm2
Back leakage to gun 0.06 %
p, defined in [67] 18.96
F, defined in [67] 0.095
0.0025
0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0000
6 7 8 9
Beam radius (mm)
Coupling for the TE 21,13 mode as a function of beam radius [11].
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Competing modes near the TE21,13 mode [11].
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Figure 4.7: Electronic efficiency versus beam current for the TE21 ,13 mode [11].
4.2.2 Mode Competition
Mode competition is a critical issue in the design of any gyrotron and is even more
important for the present gyrotron because of the choice of a high radial index mode,
m-p. Hence, mode density around the design mode was high and special attention was
paid to this issue. Figure 4.6 shows the eigen-number X (Q = kmprw) proportional to the
cutoff frequency versus the azimuthal index for the competing modes, where kmp is the
transverse wave number and rw is the waveguide radius. For the chosen beam radius of r
= 8.2 mm, not all the modes have a high coupling impedance. For p < 12 , the interaction
is weak because the beam is inside the caustic of the mode, and the modes with a high
radial index are strongly affected by the inner conductor. Nevertheless, there are several
competing modes, and in pulsed operation, the problem is exacerbated due to the
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different voltages that the are swept through when the voltage is rising up to the operating
value of 95 kV [69]. Based on these arguments and those made previously [70] the
modes that are good candidates for mode competition are the TE modes: 23,12; 24,12;
20,13; 22,13; 23,13; 18,14; 20,14; 21,14; 22,14; 16,15; and 17,15. The frequencies
of these modes normalized to the frequency of the 21,13 mode and the results are plotted
versus the inner conductor radius is shown in Figure 4.8.
The Q of a mode is a monotonically increasing function of the product dX/da and
the slope of the taper of the inner conductor [70]. The goal is to perturb the Q of the
competing modes without affecting the Q of the design mode. Thus, dX/da - 0 should
ideally be chosen for the operating mode. Figure 4.8 shows that the radius that would be
1.08
ro .22.14 .
w 1.06 -
0 21.14
L 1.04 - 3 'm
1.02
0.98 40.1
16,1
0.96
5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5
Inner conductor radius (mm)
Figure 4.8: Mode roots versus the inner conductor radius for the competing modes in a TE21,13
cavity. The roots are normalized to the TE21,13 mode without an inner conductor [11].
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picked by these criteria would be 7.2 mm, but this would cause unacceptably large ohmic
losses on the inner conductor (as seen in Figure 4.9) and thus the radius chosen for the
inner conductor was 6.02 mm. At this point the heat load is 600 W/cm 2 . Earlier studies
have shown that a negative taper of 2' on the inner conductor suppresses the competing
modes. The Q's were calculated with CAVRF [68] and are shown figure 4.10. As can be
seen from Figure 4.10 certain modes such as TE15 ,15 were greatly reduced while others
such as TE 1 9,15 were significantly increased.
3000 1 1 1 1 1
2500 - -Outer conductor
-- Inner conductor
o 2000 -
1500
0
ci)
1000
.0
500
0
5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5
Inner Conductor Radius (mm)
Figure 4.9: Ohmic heating of the inner and outer conductor versus the inner conductor radius -
calculated with 1.5 times the conductivity of OFHC copper at 300'C [11].
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Figure 4.10: Diffractive Q's as a function of radial mode index and azimuthal mode for the case of a
1* taper of the inner coaxial conductor [11]. The '+' and the '-' subscript stand for co-rotating and counter-
rotating waves.
Hence, a compromise has to be reached in terms of the radius and the taper of the
inner conductor to be used. Figure 4.11 - 4.12 shows the starting currents for the modes
of interest with no conductor and an inner conductor with an radius of 6.02 mm. In both
the cases the operating voltage was 95 kV. A higher voltage of 105 kV had to be used to
achieve stable operation for the tapered (10) conductor, hence making it unsuitable as a
useful operating scenario. The velocity ratio for both cases shown was 1.44. A careful
inspection of the two diagrams shows that in the region of the design mode (TE21 ,13) and
at the operating current levels (76 Amps) we see fewer modes for the case with the
coaxial conductor (Figure 4.12). -
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Figure 4.11: Starting current as a function of beam voltage for the case
beam load line is also shown [11].
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Figure 4.12: Starting current as a function of beam voltage for the case of a 6.02 mm uniform inner
conductor (the line is an approximation of the non-linear excitation region) [11].
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4.3.2 Multimode code simulations
The multimode performance is modeled by using a code that calculates the growth and
saturation amplitudes of a set of modes in a coaxial cavity [71]. The growth is modeled
with a series of simulations starting with a low beam voltage, then proceeding in steps to
the final voltage. This code differs from the single mode code in that it takes into account
the history of the various modes that the tubes cycles through to get to the design mode,
with the field levels of previous modes. The beam velocity ratio corresponding to the
beam voltage was determined from the beam simulations that are discussed in section
2.3.2. For each voltage step, only those modes which had starting currents less than the
operating current were considered, as determined by,
1 1 -1
,beam = (4.1)
( temp sc )
where Itemp and Isc are the temperature and space charge limited diode currents. Isc is
proportional to the beam voltage raised to the 3/2 power, with a multiplier determined
from simulations [72].
Multimode results from the case without an inner conductor are shown in Figure
4.13. Oscillations start at 65 kV with the appearance of the TE23,13 mode. This mode
increases in amplitude up to 75 kV and then subsides around 85 kV where the TE14 ,16
mode starts dominating. At 90 kV, the TE23,12 takes over along with the TE 11,17 mode.
These modes coexist at 95 kV and electronic efficiency at 95 kV is 37%. (Note that for
all the multimode code results shown the amplitude is in arbitrary units and the time is
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normalized to the decay time of the operating mode). We would like to thank Dr.
Nusinovich and Dr. Read for these simulations.
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Figure 4.13: Multimode simulations for the case without the inner conductor. The TE21,13 mode could
not be obtained [11].
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Multimode code results from the uniform and untapered inner conductor case are
shown in Figure 4.14. Oscillations were found to start in the TE21,14 mode. At 70 kV,
the mode was changed to the TE22,13 mode, while several others died quickly. At 90 kV,
the desired mode of TE2 1,13 started and suppressed all others. This mode remained stable
until 98 kV, where it was replaced by the TE 23,12 mode. This gives sufficient operating
space to allow for voltage variations found with most power supplies/modulators. The
final efficiency is 45%.
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Figure 4.14 (a): Multimode simulations for the
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With the inner conductor having a 10 taper, the TE 19,14 mode dominated and
operated with poor efficiency. This was attributed to the high Q value caused by the
taper. Although another taper angle could have mitigated this issue, the simulations with
a uniform inner conductor predicted good efficiency and thus were chosen for the final
design.
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Figure 4.14 (b): Multimode simulations for the case with an inner conductor - 1 tapered inner conductor
[11].
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4.3 Electron gun design
The electron gun was built in the Inverted Magnetron Injection Gun (IMIG)
configuration, which has a configuration with the cathode at a larger radius than the first
anode as shown in Figure 2.1 and discussed in section 2.1. The inner anode is held at
ground potential and serves as a support for the coaxial conductor at the gun end as well
as the collector end of the gyrotron. The inner anode is electrically isolated from the
coaxial conductor in order to measure the beam interception on them independently.
Since the required tolerances are small and the inner conductor needs to be cooled in a
CW device, this configuration is necessary.
Baird and Lawson's [73] equations were the starting point of the analytical
calculations for the electron gun. The design was to have an 8.4 MW beam which would
provide 3 MW RF power, at an efficiency of 36%, and an average radius of 0.775 cm.
Further, the beam width in the cavity (fully compressed) i.e. the spread in gyrocenters
was held to 0.35 mm ~ 1/6k. The electric field strength at the anode was limited to 70
kV/cm, which is a conservative maximum for CW operation. These parameters and
constraints helped determine the remaining parameters, which are summarized in Table
4.2. The design current density of the M-type dispenser cathode was 5.5 A/cm 2 at a
temperature of 950*C [32], 0.39 times that of the space charge limit (which is usually
conservatively indicated by these calculations).
The gun was modeled using the EGUN [17], on a DOS-based personal computer.
Five sections were used to remain within the 500x500 mesh unit limit found with a
compilation designed to run on a 486 computer with 8 MB of memory, and to
appropriately vary the mesh size to adapt to the beam larmor orbit (as shown in Figure
96
Gun parameters, from analytical calculations.
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Cathode Radius 4.9 cm
Anode radius 3.2 cm
Cathode current 0 - 95 Amps
Cathode voltage 0- 110kV
Anode electric field 62 kV/cm
Magnetic field at cavity 5.9 Tesla
Magnetic compression 35
Operating current/space charge 0.39
Cathode current density 5.5 A/cm 2
Beam thickness (fully compressed) 0.035 cm
Average beam radius (fully compressed) 0.82 cm
Cathode slant angle 250
Cathode slant length 0.468 cm
Table 4.2:
4.15). Further detailed investigations of the gun were done on a 300 MHz Pentium based
machine and different characteristics of the gun, the magnetic fields, and the mechanical
alignment was noted, as discussed in section 4.3.1. Each of the simulations took around
10 minutes on the Pentium machine. The magnetic field was input via an on-axis array,
which the code used to generate the appropriate off-axis fields.
A plot of the trajectories and the magnetic field profile done during the design
phase is shown in Figure 4.15, which shows all the five sections. The final beam
parameters are summarized in Table 4.3. The perpendicular velocity spread was quite
low, 3.4% at an alpha of 1.44. The alpha was sensitive to the beam current, although the
spread remained reasonable throughout the range of 7.6 to 76 A. The design simulations
of beam alpha and velocity spread as functions of the beam currents are plotted in Figure
4.16. The alpha was easily controlled with the beam voltage, as shown in Figure 4.17,
which allows control of alpha without changing the final beam position (which would
happen if one changed the magnetic field at the cathode with the help of the gun coils).
0.08 70000
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0 .0 6 -
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40000 Figure 4.15: Beam trajectories
0.04 -
300 and magnetic field profile for a
20000 design EGUN simulation [11].
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The beam velocity spread is quite sensitive to the beam's position relative to the
inner anode. Hence, final optimization of that distance in the final gun is controlled by a
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pair of oppositely driven magnetic field copper gun coils centered at the cathode - called
the gradient coils. To adjust the field at the cathode and thus the alpha (and consequently
beam radius), a smaller copper gun coil was placed in between these two coils - called
the absolute coil. As is true in most gyrotrons these days, the main field was provided by
a superconducting magnet which has a bore of -15 cm and a flat field region of - 20 cm.
The electric field near the electrodes was found to be 85 kV/cm by the code POISSON
[74], which is slightly larger than desired, but within engineering bounds [75].
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Figure 4.16: Alpha and perpendic-
ular velocity spread versus beam current
(V = 95 kV = const.) [11].
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Figure 4.17: Alpha (bottom) and perp-
endicular velocity spread (top) versus beam
voltage (I = 88 Amps = const.) [11].
A mechanical design for the gun is shown in Figure 4.18. The outer diameter of
the ceramic chosen was 20.3 cm (8 inches) to allow satisfactory distribution of the
potential along its length. The inner conductor forced the potential distribution near the
center, over a relatively short length. The electric field along the insulator was found to
be less than 20 kV/cm (using POISSON [74]).
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Alignment and centering of the inner conductor with the cavity and the
magnetic field is done without breaking vacuum, in deference to the sensitivity of the
position of the anode near the cathode. The anode design includes three spring plungers
which allows adjustment of the anode with respect to the cathode and the electron beam.
The gun can be isolated from the tube vacuum with the help of a standard gate valve.
Initially, the inner conductor from the cavity was inserted into the inner anode while the
tube was under vacuum with a bellows arrangement at the collector end of the tube (see
Figure 4.26). Later, this arrangement was simplified with an axial output mode
(discussed in section 4.5).
Oil tank
Cathode
Inner gun anode
Ceramics
Figure 4.18: Mechanical drawing of the inverted MIG electron gun used for the coaxial gyrotron
experiment [11].
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4.3.1 Detailed EGUN simulations
Detailed simulations regarding the operational parameters was done for the coaxial
gyrotron in1998. These simulations helped in the day-to-day operation of the gyrotron by
providing the exact values of alpha, velocity spreads (perpendicular and parallel), beam
width, etc. versus small changes in the magnetic field, mechanical alignment, and
operating voltages and currents. These simulations were also done with the help of an
advanced four-point scheme of space charge weighting [75] in EGUN as compared to the
design which was done with a slightly lesser sophisticated two-point weighting scheme.
Also the number of mesh points that each of these simulations could accept was 3x10 6)
which meant that we could simulate the entire gyrotron structure, from gun to cavity, in
one section rather that the five sections used for the EGUN simulations during the design.
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Figure 4.19: Beam trajectories and magnetic field profile for a design EGUN simulation.
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The simulations were run on a faster 300 MHz Pentium computer and with approximately
twice the mesh density of the previous design EGUN runs. Due to all these
improvements and the greater number of parameters investigated, we were able to
generate a detailed picture of the coaxial gyrotron, which aided during the operation of
the tube and in comparisons of experimental data with simulations.
Figure 4.19 shows the beam trajectories and the geometry of the simulation,
which looks similar to the previous simulations (as can be expected). One can note that
this simulation is clearly in one section as compared to the design simulation shown
earlier in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.20 and 4.21 show the variations of alpha and velocity
spread as a function of beam voltage and beam current. These results are in general
agreement with the EGUN results from the design, and are more precise because of the
improved EGUN version and mesh sizes (which are actually twice as fine from the
design runs) for these runs.
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Figure 4.20: Velocity ratio (alpha), parallel and perpendicular velocity spread versus beam voltage.
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4.20 above again demonstrates the ability to control the alpha by changing
This establishes a method to change the alpha without changing the
at the cathode (which would otherwise change the beam radius).
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Figure 4.21: Velocity ratio (alpha), parallel and perpendicular velocity spread versus beam current.
Figure 4.22 shows the variation of the velocity spread and alpha with respect to
axial displacement of the inner conductor. Here, the coaxial conductor and the inner
anode (together) were intentionally displaced from its design value in the axial direction
keeping the cathode in a fixed position. The data shown in Figure 4.22 is from -1 cm
(moved toward the cathode) to +1 cm (moved toward the cavity). The changes in alpha
and velocity spread in this case followed the adiabatic scaling law.
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Figure 4.22: Velocity ratio (alpha), parallel and perpendicular velocity spread versus displacement of
inner conductor in the axial direction.
Another misalignment that we investigated was radial misalignment of the inner
conductor with respect to the cathode. This is a slightly tricky calculation, since, if the
inner conductor is closer to the cathode on one side by 0.5 mm then it is further away
from the cathode by the same amount on the other side. Thus, a displacement of 0.5 mm
was calculated by taking the average of all radii between - 0.5 mm and + 0.5 mm. This
was done for both the velocity spreads and the alpha values. The results thus obtained
from these simulations are shown in Figure 4.23. One can note from Figure 4.23 that
misalignment in the radial direction has a rather modest effect on the alpha and the
velocity spread.
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Figure 4.23: Velocity ratio (alpha), parallel and perpendicular velocity spread versus misalignment of
inner conductor in the radial direction.
During the operation even the data shown in Figure 4.20 to 4.23 is sometimes not
sufficient and more granular detail of changes in alpha and velocity spread versus
changes in individual gun coil currents is required. An example of such data is shown
below in Figure 4.24, which demonstrates the curves one uses for velocity ratio and
velocity spread when changing the current in a particular gun coil (in this case the center
gun coil - absolute gun coil).
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Figure 4.24: Velocity ratio (alpha), parallel and perpendicular velocity spread versus current in the
absolute coil (the center one of the gun coils).
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4.4 Mode converter
A quasi-optical mode converter was used for the initial experimental runs. The TE2 1,13
power was converted to a guassian beam in free space and power was extracted radially.
The mode converter was designed to transform the TE21,13 cylindrical waveguide mode at
140 GHz to two satellite modes (TE18 ,14 & TE 22,13), which form a guassian beam in free
space. The converter itself is an irregular cylindrical waveguide section followed by a
step-cut launching aperture and a single reflector for beam focussing and steering.
The irregular waveguide (or prebunching section) obtained the mode mix in the
launching waveguide such that the field intensity on the wall (or wall current) has a
Gaussian profile [77-79]. A Gaussian profile of the field intensity was achieved by
pumping power from the main mode, TE2 1,13 , to the two satellite modes, the TE18 ,14 (i)
and the TE2 2,13 (j). A helicoidal converter, described by Equation 4.2, is used to obtain
this type of mode conversion:
r(#, z)= r[l+ E, cos( 1 z -lii)+ E2 cos(# 2z - l 2 )] (4.2)
where #A = i(00 - # ); 82 = (00 - /3i ); 1 = i(mO - m );12 = i(mO - Min). The subscript
0 corresponds to the main mode (TE 2 1,13). The design parameters for the mode converter
are shown in Table 4.4. Coupled mode theory is used to analyze the operation of the pre-
bunching section. In addition to the two selected satellite modes, seventeen other modes
were found to couple to the TE 21,13 mode through the helicoidal wall perturbations.
These modes increased the Gaussian amplitude and reduced the side lobe levels. Figure
4.25 shows the mode content in the prebunching launcher, as predicted by coupled mode
theory.
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Table 4.4: Design parameters of
the mode converter [11].
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Figure 4.25: Mode composition versus axis in the pre-buncher. The input mode and the four most
significant satellite modes shown (15 other smaller modes are not shown) [11].
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The radiation is launched by cutting the waveguide wall around a Gaussian bunch.
The wall is cut at a position where the wall current is a minimum to reduce edge
diffraction effects. The Stratton-Chu diffraction theory [80] was used to simulate the
launch of the radiation from the prebunching section and to predict the expansion of the
launched beam. Good agreement was obtained when the theoretical expansion was
compared to the expansion of an elliptic Gaussian beam. Since, the prebunching launcher
radiates a Gaussian-like beam; the preliminary design of the reflector was made using
Gaussian optics. The reflection at the single steering and focussing mirror and to predict
the final output beam was done by Stratton-Chu diffraction theory. The reflector design
was made based on the results of this simulation. Diffraction analysis shows that > 90%
of the incident TE2 1,13 radiation would propagate through the quasi-optical mode
converter and exit radially through the window as a Gaussian-like beam.
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Figure 4.26: Mechanical (AutoCAD) drawing of the gyrotron with the mode converter and radial
power output. Note the plunger arrangement on the collector (right) end, which helped us introduce the
coaxial conductor without breaking vacuum [11].
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4.5 Experimental runs
In this section we describe the various modes in which we ran the gyrotron, besides the
measurement of the electron beam parameter mentioned in section 2.3. The initial design
of the gyrotron was with a mode converter and one mirror. The power was mode
converted to a gaussian beam, which was then reflected by the mirror and extracted
radially from the gyrotron, as shown in figure 4.27.
C Mirror
At Holder for
V Inner C d
Inner Conductor
T
Y Copper Tube
Metal Flange
Quartz Window
Figure 4.27: Schematic of initial runs with a mode converter and one mirror. Power was extracted
radially from the quartz window.
The radial extraction mode was found to have problems with some of the power
being scattered away from the window and onto the flanges. Hence, we simplified the
geometry by removing the mode converter and adding a straight section, which just
transported the power from the cavity to the window. Here power was extracted axially
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as shown in Figure 4.28. The support shown in the figure are two 0.32 cm diameter solid
MACOR rods which hold and center the coaxial conductor on the output side of the tube.
C Quartz
A Supor WindowC
T
Y
Figure 4.28: Schematic of runs with axial power extraction from the quartz window.
Furthermore, since there is good understanding of the behavior of a gyrotron
oscillator without a coaxial insert, we ran the gyrotron in a 'empty cavity mode' where
the coaxial insert was removed and power and modes were investigated. This mode is
shown in Figure 4.29. The main motivation for this operational mode was the
benchmarking of this tube to known results - since we know and understand the
operation of gyrotron tubes without coaxial conductors much better - due to the years of
experience of operating several of them at MIT. The results that we obtained from all
these runs are discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.29: Schematic of the empty cavity runs with axial power extraction from the quartz window.
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Chapter 5
Coaxial Gyrotron Experimental Results
5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the design of the coaxial gyrotron experiment that was
operated at MIT. The operation of the gyrotron involved three different modes of
operation. The first was the mode where we had the coaxial conductor inserted and had a
mode converter with which power was extracted radially - the coaxial conductor with
mode converter. The second operational mode was with the coaxial conductor was
removed and the tube run as a regular gyrotron tube - the empty cavity mode. This was
done primarily to understand the behavior of power and modes from the gyrotron in order
to compare these parameters with the known behavior of several gyrotron oscillators that
have been previously operated at MIT in the same mode. The final mode of operation
was one with the coaxial insert and without the converter, where power was extracted
axially. Between the second and the third modes of operation there was an extensive
study done of electron beam in the gyrotron where three different techniques were used to
measure and understand the cathode emission as a function of the azimuthal angle. All of
these results are presented in this chapter and are discussed in chapter 6. A schematic of
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the coaxial gyrotron is shown in Figure 4.1 and a mechanical drawing is shown in Figure
4.26.
5.2 Coaxial conductor with converter mode
The first set of experiments that were initiated after the coaxial gyrotron was designed
and built was the one in which we used a mode converter and a single mirror. In order to
visualize the tube for these results, we once again show Figure 4.27 below in Figure 5.1.
C Mirror
A
V
Inner Conductor
T
Y Copper Tube
Holder for
Inner Condu t
Metal Flange
Quartz Window
Figure 5.1: Schematic of initial runs with a mode converter and one mirror. Power was extracted
radially from the quartz window shown.
The mode converter in these runs converted the TE21,1 3 cylindrical waveguide
mode into two satellite modes, TE18,14 and TE22,13, which form a gaussian beam in free
space. In this mode the gyrotron was usually operated at full parameters of 95 kV, 76
Amps. The gun itself was tested up to - 10 MW i.e. 105 kV, 93 Amps, which is a record
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for this class of gyrotron oscillator tubes (to the best of the author's knowledge). The
beam was transported from the gun to the collector without interception, and microwaves
were generated in the 135 - 143 GHz range. Operation was limited to the low alpha
regime of a = 1.1 above which the beam started intercepting the coaxial insert. The
maximum power obtained was -1 MW. Figure 5.2 shows the result of the power
obtained versus the main magnetic field. The plot also shows the dominant modes that
were observed at each of the points of operation. Experimentally, we saw some mode
competition and that the design mode was not observed.
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Figure 5.2: Output power (curve) and frequency/modes (points) versus the main magnetic field. The
operating parameters were 92 kV, 70 Amps, giving an efficiency of operation of -14 % for a maximum
power output of - 1 MW (cathode 1).
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On closer inspection, we found that the reason that the design mode, TE21,13, was
not observed was because the main magnetic field was directed so as to excite the left-
handed co-rotating polarized modes (as opposed to the right-handed modes that the tube
was designed for). Hence, upon switching the direction of the magnetic field we did
observe the TE21,13 mode, although the power obtained was only 0.5 MW. Other results
that we obtained at this point are shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4 which show the output
power and efficiency versus beam current and main magnetic field. The modes were not
specifically measured for these sets of data.
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Figure 5.3: Output power and efficiency versus beam current. Operating voltage was 95 kV (cathode 1).
During these runs, which lasted over six months, we were unable to get any more
power than the 1 MW result we had recorded earlier. At the time, the main concern was
thought to be the exact alignment of the cavity , the electron beam itself, and the coaxial
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Figure 5.4: Output power and efficiency versus main field (cathode 1).
conductor - all three aligned with respect to each other to within 0.25 mm. This is a
general concern that has been expressed by several groups working on coaxial gyrotrons
as well as regular gyrotrons [13,81,82,83]. Upon opening the tube, we found that some
of the power was not making it out of the tube and was hitting the flange. This prompted
a decision to simplify the geometry and get the maximum power output out of the tube by
removing the mode converter and mirror. Thus, the mode converter and the mirror were
replaced with a straight copper section, which would faithfully transport the power out of
the tube. At this point, we also decided to first operate the gyrotron without a coaxial
conductor in order to understand the output power, mode, and efficiency of the tube.
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5.3 Empty cavity mode (without coaxial conductor)
After the initial set of runs we simplified the collector end of the tube by removing the
mode converter and the single mirror and having an axial output. Additionally, for these
runs we also removed the coaxial conductor (the inner anode in the gun region was not
removed) and operated the tube in order to investigate the power, the modes, the alpha,
and the efficiency. The reasoning behind this was to compare the results between the
coaxial conductor and no coaxial conductor cases as well as to try and understand the
general mode characteristics and mode competition in the tube. The electron gun and the
cathode were not changed for this experiment. Also, alignment in this mode of operation
was easier since we only had to align two things - the electron beam and the cavity. A
schematic of this mode of operation is shown in Figure 5.5.
C Straight copper section
A Window
T
Y
Figure 5.5: Schematic of the empty cavity mode of operation. The coax conductor has been
removed, and power is extracted radially.
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In this mode of operation we observed microwave power in the frequency range
of 135 - 144 GHz. Figure 5.6 shows a plot of the output power and frequency versus the
main magnetic field.
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Figure 5.6: Power and frequency versus main magnetic field in the empty cavity mode. The design
mode shown above is the TE21,13 mode with a frequency of 139.95 GHz (cathode 1).
One can see from the above graph that the maximum power that was observed
was about 0.47 MW. One also sees that this maximum power was obtained in the design
mode, TE21 ,13, in single mode operation and the efficiency was only 10.9 %. This is quite
low in comparison to the prediction that was calculated from single mode theory of an
output power of 1.44 MW at 28.9 % efficiency.
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We also carefully compared all the experimentally observed modes with the
theoretically predicted modes. Figure 5.7 (a) shows a plot of all the theoretically
observed modes and experimentally obtained modes. One can see that although there is
good agreement between them there are several modes that are not seen experimentally
i.e. the TE20,14 ; TE9,18 ; TE 17,15 .
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Figure 5.7 (a): Experimentally obtained modes and theoretically expected modes in the empty cavity
mode of operation (cathode 1).
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Figure 5.7 (b) shows a plot of the coupling coefficient of the modes. One can see from
the figure that the modes that were not observed have the lowest coupling coefficients
(Cmp),
C = "rn(klrb)
where k± and rb are the perpendicular wave number and the beam radius. X is the
eigenvalue, which in our case is 65.
Hence, we see that the agreement between the theoretical and the experimental
modes is complete and the modes not observed experimentally are explicable on the basis
of low coupling coefficients.
Modes not observed
(11,17)
(21,13) (18,14) (24,12) (22,13)
(16,15) (14,16) (22,12)
(25,11) (17,14) (23,12)
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Figure 5.7 (b): Experimentally obtained modes and theoretically expected modes in the empty cavity
mode of operation (cathode 1).
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In spite of the good agreement between the modes and the frequencies that we
observed during the empty cavity runs, we had to acknowledge the fact that the power
obtained was relatively low. This caused us to question the quality of the electron beam
in the gyrotron. This was then investigated and our suspicions were confirmed regarding
the poor azimuthal symmetry of the electron beam (the investigation of the azimuthal
symmetry of the electron beam is described in detail in section 5.4). This meant that we
would have to replace the cathode with a new one. After the new cathode was installed,
we again ran the experiment in the empty cavity mode and obtained better results in
terms of power. Figure 5.8 shows a new plot of the power and frequency with respect to
the main magnetic field using the new cathode.
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Power and frequency with respect to the main magnetic field with the new cathode in the
mode of operation. Beam parameters V=85 kV, I = 65 A, a = 1.43 for entire scan (cathode 2).
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From figure 5.8 we see that the dominant mode over a large range was the design mode
TE2 1 ,13 (shown by the dark inverted triangles below) and that although there was some
mode competition throughout, there were regions where the design mode dominated all
other modes. Figure 5.9 shows the plot of the current and power versus voltage. We
have superimposed the theoretical starting current curves and we see that there is
considerable agreement between theory and experiment. We see that the design mode is
excited in a relatively large range of voltages between 65 kV and 80 kV.
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Figure 5.9: Current and power versus voltage during empty cavity operation. The starting current
curve for the TE21,13 mode is shown in bold (U-shaped curve) while the dots are actually the experimentally
measured modes (cathode 2).
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Figure 5.10 shows a plot of the alpha scan where the alpha was measured with the
velocity probe described in section 2.3.3. Here the voltage was maintained at 85 kV,
beam current was 65 Amps, and the main field was held at 5.46 Tesla. The alpha was
changed by changing the current in the gun coil (absolute coils). We can see from the
plot below that there was a large region where the TE21,13 mode was the dominant one.
This region is especially interesting because of alpha being between 1.3 and 1.8 (Note:
the design alpha was 1.44).
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Figure 5.10: Power and frequency observed from the tube as a function of alpha. The alpha was
raised using the absolute gun coil. The design mode TE21,13 is shown above to be dominant over a large
range, which is the reason that this set of data was chosen (cathode 2).
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We also took some of the data from the alpha probe as a function of cathode
magnetic field and voltage and compared the experimentally obtained alpha with the
theoretical ones that can be calculated from EGUN [17] simulations. Figure 5.11 shows a
plot of theoretical and experimental alpha's versus cathode magnetic field. Again, one
observes relatively good agreement between theory and experiment. The experimentally
measured values have a sizable error bar due to the shot-to-shot noise and ringing
generated from capacitive coupling in such an electrically noisy environment.
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Figure 5.11: Theoretical (EGUN simulations) and experimental values of velocity ratio (alpha) vs.
changes in cathode magnetic field. Cathode magnetic field varied using the absolute gun coils (cathode 1).
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Figure 5.12 shows a plot of the theoretical and experimental alpha's with respect
to a beam voltage scan. Here too, we can see good agreement except for a small
discontinuity at 65 kV, which can be attributed to errors due to shot-to-shot noise. Hence,
one can conclude that the empty cavity experiments met our expectations for modes
observed but we were able to get only 18.7 % efficiency. Yet, the operation helped us
identify the problem area in the tube i.e. the electron gun. We now have a good
understanding of the modes and the power that we are able to obtain in the empty cavity
mode. We also observed improved performance with the new cathode with better beam
quality which gave us a maximum power of 1 MW in the design mode (as compared to
the of 0.47 MW with the first cathode). The new result of 1 MW power in the empty
cavity mode is lower than the theoretically predicted power of 1.44 MW (single mode
code) due to the new cathode continuing to have some beam asymmetries (see section
5.4.2). We have 60% variance in azimuthal symmetry while a good cathode should have
less than 20% variance, as has been observed in the results of the 170 GHz tube [33].
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Figure 5.12: Theoretical (EGUN) and experimental values of alpha vs. beam voltage (cathode 1).
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5.4 Electron beam - azimuthal symmetry analysis
The co-relation between poor electron beam azimuthal symmetry [84] and low output
power in gyrotrons has been observed and studied [82,85]. Glyavin et al [82] showed
that the increase in inhomogeneity did decrease the power output from the tube, which
they were able to show experimentally. The primary reasons for the inhomogeneity not
only in beam current but also in velocity spread (which also degrades efficiency in a
gyrotron tube) are:
(i) Azimuthal temperature variations of the emitter (beam),
(ii) Differences in emissive coating on the cathode and thus work function (beam),
The effects above introduce an inhomogeneity in the electron beam and leads to
differences in emission current density from different parts of the cathode. Thus, for a
constant perveance gun, the higher density regions are closer to the space-charge limited
regime and have greater velocity spreads than the design values. Hence, when after
several runs of the tube (with and without the coaxial conductor), we did not get
reasonable output power, we decided to investigate the electron beam that was being used
for the tube.
5.4.1 First cathode : Electron beam azimuthal symmetry analysis
(i) Witness-plate measurement
Since we suspected the electron beam to be of poor quality, the first test that we
performed was a witness-plate test where we let the electron beam strike a simple copper
plate (that we inserted manually). We made sure that the target was in the region of the
cavity so that we could not only measure the beam symmetry but also the radius of the
electron beam and compare it to the theoretical design value. Hence, we inserted the
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copper target and ran at a modest 30 Amps beam current at 30 kV (because full power
would cause arcing and poor pressure which would harm the cathode emitter). We ran 20
shots of - 4 gs at 1 Hz and then ran another 20 shots after a few hours (because the
pressure was getting quite high after the first 20 shots and we had to wait for the pressure
to improve). The image of the witness plate with the impression of the beam is shown in
Figure 5.14. Using a microscope we then measured the width at 12 points around the
circular image, at ~ 300 intervals. This data is plotted in figure 5.13. The beam radius
was measured to be 8.1 mm which agreed fairly well with the EGUN predictions of a
beam radius of 8.2 mm. We also noted that although we had expected the beam to be
aligned with the tube and thus centered on the witness plate it was displaced by 1.13 mm
toward one side, which meant the beam was misaligned.
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Figure 5.13: Beam width measured versus azimuthal angle. 00
heater lead enters the cathode housing (cathode 1).
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Figure 5.14: Scan of an electronic microscope image of the witness plate used for the electron beam
asymmetry measurement (cathode 1).
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The measurements in figure 5.13 and 5.14 clearly show that there are large asymmetries
and there seems to be a double hump structure. The weak emission spots seem to be at 0*
and 100' while the strong emission spot seems to be ~ 2400 to 2600. This data certainly
confirmed our suspicions that the beam had large asymmetries but could not tell us the
exact difference in emission densities (because the beam impression in copper can be
non-linear). Hence, we decided to measure the beam current directly as a function of
azimuthal angle.
(ii) Rotating-probe measurement
The rotating probe experiment consisted of a 300 sector, which could be rotated from
outside the tube with a rotary feed-through. The sector had a hood in order to ensure that
the entire beam in a sector was being collected. The rotating probe assembly is shown in
figure 2.3. Thus, we had measurements coming from this 300 sector as well as the rest of
the 3300 which was measured at the collector as usual. Thus, after the rotating probe
apparatus was inserted the beam and the tube were aligned and the data obtained is
plotted in figure 5.15. 00 to 3600 is the same as in other beam measurement experiments.
One can see a general agreement in the data shown in current distribution of figure 5.14
and 5.15. There is a double hump structure with the lowest current density spot at - 00
and 1000 while the highest current density at ~ 2500. All these experiments were run
with total beam currents of 5-30 Amps and at voltages up to 40 kV, again because we
wanted to prevent arcing, poor pressure in the tube, and oscillations from being excited in
the tube.
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Figure 5.15: Normalized beam current vs. azimuthal angle. Beam current at any angle is normalized
to the average total current - sector + collector (cathode 1).
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(iii) Temperature measurement
A final test of the cathode was made with a temperature measurement of the cathode in
order to confirm that that was the source of the differences in current emission from
different parts of the cathode. The cathode was kept on a stand inside a bell jar which
maintained vacuum at - 10-7 Torr. Heater current was then provided to the cathode and
measurements were made with an optical pyrometer of the temperature at various
azimuthal angles. For a schematic of the setup see figure 2.4. Figure 5.16 shows a plot
of the temperature versus azimuthal angle for four different power levels. One notes
from the plot that the hottest point is around 2500 and the coldest point is at 00. The
difference in temperature between the hottest point and the coldest point for the 428 W,
500 W, and 562 W was approximately 50'C.
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Figure 5.16: Temperature versus azimuthal angle for four different power levels. The temperature
was measured with an optical pyrometer whose range was 750'C to 1300*C (cathode 1).
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Using the temperature data and an emission curve for the M-type thermionic
cathode we are using (published by the manufacturer of the cathode - Spectramat [32])
we are able to generate Figure 5.17, which shows emission density as a function of
azimuthal angle. This curve also shows the qualitative result that the lowest and the
highest emission spots are aligned with those measured from other techniques.
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Figure 5.17: Calculated emission density versus azimuthal angle. The emission density was gleaned
from the manufacturer data on emission density vs. temperature for this cathode [32] (cathode 1).
An analysis was done of the temperature based measurements with those from the
rotating probe measurements. Figure 5.18 shows the data where one can see that there is
qualitative agreement between the azimuthal angle for the hot spot and the cold spot
measured from the two techniques. The temperature data does not explain as large a
current density variation as observed from the rotating probe measurements. This is
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because the measurement does not take into account the effects of variation in emissive
coating on the cathode or the space charge limits at the high current density spots. A
error in angle (of order ± 50) that could also have been introduced due to the physical
constraints of not having a marked table with repeatable angle positions during the
temperature measurements. Nevertheless, the case is complete that the cathode in
question has poor beam azimuthal symmetry a substantial part of it is due to temperature
variations. Other effects that add to the asymmetry are the emissive coating differences
on the emitter and damage of the thermal insulation between the emitter and the cathode
holding structure.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of emission density versus azimuthal angle for two different techniques.
The temperature measurements are shown by the solid squares while the hollow dots show the rotating
probe measurements (cathode 1).
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5.4.2 Second cathode - Electron beam azimuthal symmetry analysis
Upon realizing the poor electron beam symmetry of the first cathode we decided to
replace that one with a spare second cathode that we had. This was a fairly complicated
task since the cathode is surrounded by an oil chamber, supports, and one welded
connection. This is then surrounded by magnetic gun coils and a support frame. The
entire structure is over 300 kilograms and has to be handled by cranes. Regardless, we
took apart the gun and replaced the cathode. Once the new cathode was in place we once
again examined its electron beam azimuthal symmetry using the rotating probe apparatus.
Figure 5.19 shows a plot of the normalized current on the rotating probe with respect to
the azimuthal angle for three different voltages, heater power was held constant at 540 W.
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second cathode.
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Figure 5.20 shows a plot of current on rotating probe versus theta for four heater
levels. The voltage was held constant at 17.3 kV because we did not want to excite
oscillations inside the tube, which would have impeded the measurement.
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Figure 5.20: Normalized current on rotating probe versus azimuthal angle for the
Data for four different heater levels is shown (cathode 2).
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second cathode.
Finally, figure 5.21 shows a plot of the variation levels versus voltage for four
heater levels. The variation is defined as the (maximum current - minimum current) and
is normalized to the average current level of any set of data. Thus, this variation was
calculated for all the sets of data taken and was plotted in figure 5.21. One can see from
the plot that the lower the heater (temperature limited regime) the larger are the
variations; and at higher heater levels (more space-charge limited) the variations become
smaller. Also, higher voltages lead to greater variation, again due to the emission mode
moving away from the space charge limited regime. Hence, at 95 kV, we probably
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always have a asymmetric beam. The highest variation observed is quite high at ~ 60%,
but is low in comparison to the - 150% variation of the first cathode.
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Figure 5.21: Variation of the current density vs. voltage for four heater levels (cathode 2).
Thus, one may conclude that although the second cathode too has reasonable
beam asymmetries (-60% variance as compared to the -150% for the first cathode), it is
yet quite a bit better than the first cathode. This fact is borne out also in the fact that the
second cathode had substantially better power output than the first one. The maximum
power output from the first was 0.47 MW and the second cathode was 1.03 MW in the
empty cavity mode. In the mode with a coaxial insert we were hopeful that the second
cathode would provide more output power and that we would have good results from it.
Unfortunately, there was a catastrophic failure of the window at the output end due to
movement of the inner conductor, which shattered the window. This happened as the
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second cathode had been energized and thus completely oxidized and thus ruined the
cathode. We tried to revive the cathode by flowing 3 % hydrogen gas over this cathode
in order to reduce the oxidization of the cathode but were unable to obtain any current
from it. Hence, we once again had to reopen the entire gun and put back the first
cathode. This time though we ran in the axial output mode and investigated the mode
structure of the tube in this mode. The breakage of the window in the earlier case was
caused due an unexpected effect of the slight magnetization of 304 stainless steel due to
machining stresses. This caused the magnetic rod to move when the main magnetic field
was raised. The largest section of the coaxial conductor that had been slightly
magnetized due to machining has been replaced with a copper section, which is non-
magnetic and held securely. We tried to de-magnetize the coaxial conductor by heating
the rod to 1200'F and then quickly quenching it - but failed to remove the magnetization.
Hence, one of the sections of the coaxial conductor was re-machined using copper.
5.5 Coaxial conductor with axial power output mode
The final set of experiments that we performed with the coaxial gyrotron was with the
coaxial conductor inserted and the power extracted axially as shown in the schematic in
figure 5.22. We performed these runs in order to investigate the power, the modes, and
the alpha. We wanted to find the basic mode competition characteristics of the coaxial
gyrotron. The cathode used in the electron gun was the first one whose azimuthal current
characteristics are shown in figure 5.16. Hence, we were using the cathode with poor
azimuthal symmetry but were hoping to understand enough of the mode competition
issues in the coaxial gyrotron to be able to make future plans for this tube. The support
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shown in figure 5.22 is made from an insulator (Macor) and is very marginally absorbent
of microwave power.
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Figure 5.22: Schematic of runs with the coaxial conductor inserted and axial power extraction from
the quartz window.
In this mode the gyrotron was usually operated at reduced current of 45 Amps at
90-95 kV, because we were unable to get to the full current even after a two weeks of
continuos heating at full heater power. In spite of the low current, we were able to
transport the beam from the gun to the collector without interception, and microwaves
were generated in the 135 - 145 GHz range. During the operation, we found that when
we raised alpha above a = 1.2-1.3 we started getting reflected electrons. Nevertheless,
Figure 5.23 shows the result of the power obtained versus the main magnetic field. The
plot also shows the dominant modes that were observed at each of the points of operation.
The solid line shows the power while the dots show the frequencies (and thus modes)
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observed. The solid dots show the dominant modes while the hollow dots show the weak
ones. Experimentally, we saw mode competition and that the design mode was observed
over a substantial part of the magnetic field scanned.
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Figure 5.23: Output power (curve) and frequency/modes (points) versus the main magnetic field in the
axial output mode with coaxial conductor (cathode 1).
In the magnetic field scan above, we see that although the modes observed are
ones that one can expect, there is significant mode competition. We also see that the total
power obtained is fairly low and is lower than the 300 kW that one had obtained earlier
with this cathode in the same mode for the current level of 45-50 Amps (as seen in
Figure 5.3). One can note that this scan was taken at an alpha of 1.3 with the beam
voltage maintained at 90 kV.
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Another result that was obtained was the scan versus voltage, which are shown in
Figure 5.24 and 5.25. Figure 5.24 shows the entire scan and the various modes obtained.
The current that we operated at was 47 Amps, alpha - 1.2. Again we observe significant
mode competition. The dark dots represent dominant modes while the hollow ones
represent weak modes.
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Figure 5.24: Output power and
conductor (cathode 1).
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modes versus beam voltage in the axial mode of operation with the coaxial
In Figure 5.25, we plot the most dominant modes along with the current and the
theoretical starting current curves for the modes. We see that there is agreement between
theory and experiment in terms of the voltage ranges where one expects the dominant
modes. The final scan that we performed was to investigate power and modes versus
changes in alpha, shown in Figure 5.26. This was done by keeping the beam voltage,
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beam current, and main magnetic field constant, while changing the current in the
absolute gun coil in order to change the field at the cathode and thus the alpha.
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Figure 5.25: Dominant modes, their theoretical starting currents, and beam current vs. voltage (cathode 1).
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Figure 5.26: Scan of power and frequencies/modes vs. alpha -axial output with coax conductor (cathode 1).
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The final set of data that we took was to investigate the modes and frequencies in
this coaxial gyrotron with a mode map. This map basically has the main magnetic field
on one axis and alpha on the other. One can then take any mode and map out exactly
where it starts and ends in this 2-D space. Changing the cathode magnetic field varied
the alpha. Varying the cavity field also allows one to change the cyclotron frequency of
the electron beam, hence optimizing the detuning parameter. Each of these modes
therefore occupies a certain area on the map as shown below in Figure 5.27. If there is
little or no multi-moding then the area enclosed by one mode is not overlapped with the
area enclosed by another mode. We did not get such operation, and actually observed
significant multi-mode operation. The modes to the left of the graph appear to be single-
mode, but they are not, since other modes in that area have not been plotted.
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Figure 5.27: Mode map of the various modes obtained during operation in the axial output configuration
with the coaxial conductor inserted (cathode 1).
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Experimentally, it was observed that if we increased alpha above 1.2-1.3 we saw
reflection of the electrons, interception of some of the beam current, and even some beam
disruptions. Another noteworthy feature of these runs was that the maximum power
obtained was quite low at 0.24 MW at an efficiency of 6.2 %.
5.5.1 Effects of beam asymmetry on tube performance
To understand these result we did some theoretical studies using EGUN to
investigate the alpha and the velocity spread and alpha of the beam versus beam current
density. In these studies we were trying to understand the implications of 2-3 times the
current density (which can be expected at the hot spots with high current density as seen
in Figure 5.15) on the operation of the tube. One can also argue that these hot spots
actually carry most of the current in the gyrotron and hence dominate the behavior of the
tube. With this in mind, we investigated regimes in EGUN, which would be similar to
having 2-3 times the operating current for a two-dimensional code. We also investigated
the effect of velocity spread on efficiency with the single mode code, which would help
us explain the low efficiencies that we were getting from the tube.
Velocity Spread: Figure 5.28 shows a plot of the velocity spread versus operating
current. The alpha was maintained at a low value in these runs (below a-0.8) in order to
keep the beam from reflecting. One sees that even at a low alpha of 0.8, once one gets
above 2.5 times the operating current (or operating current density), the velocity spread
starts to increase rather rapidly. Thus, at high current densities (over 2.5 times operating
current) and high alphas (above a-1) the perpendicular velocity spread increases to
above 25 % and parallel velocity spread increases above 10%.
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Figure 5.28: Simulated values (EGUN) of perpendicular and parallel velocity spread versus beam current.
Reflection alpha: A plot of the maximum alpha versus operating current, maximum
being defined as the point after which we saw reflection of the electrons, is shown in
Figure 5.29. One observes that in order to see reflection at an alpha of 1.2-1.3, one
would need the hot spots to have a current density equivalent to -180 Amps, which for a
50 Amp beam current gives us a factor of 3.6 times the operating current density. This is
clearly not far from the 3.2 times operating current density measured at the hot spot by
the rotating probe test for this cathode (in Figure 5.15). The agreement is even better
once one recognizes the fact that the 3.2 factor measured by the rotating probe is almost
certain to be worse for a 50 Amp level than the 29 Amp level that it was measured for.
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Figure 5.29: Simulated values (EGUN) maximum reflection alpha versus beam current.
Efficiency degradation: One can conclude that enhanced current density due to
asymmetries leads to high levels of velocity spread. It is a well-known fact that velocity
and energy spread lead to a decrease in efficiency, and this has been demonstrated
theoretically and experimentally [34,85,88]. High velocity spread as well as energy
spreads have recently also been analyzed theoretically [88] and have been shown to
substantially decrease efficiency. Hence, a calculation for this tube was made using the
results of Ref. 88, and it was found that one can expect efficiency to decreases to half its
initial value with a perpendicular velocity spread of only 20% (which is lower than our
estimate, using EGUN, of above 25% velocity spread for a 50 Amp beam). Energy
spread has been shown to have an even more dramatic effect on the efficiency where one
can expect a decrease by a factor of 1.28 for an energy spread of 1% [88]. Note that,
energy spread can be expected with this asymmetric beam due to the higher voltage
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depressions on the higher current density side of the beam as compared to the lower
current density side. Thus, the higher current density side of the beam experiences higher
voltage depression and has lower energy.
The severe mode competition in this tube is evident from the mode map shown in
Figure 5.27. Azimuthal mode competition can be seen here in the switching of modes
between the TE20,13 , the design mode TE2 1,13 , and the TE22,13 mode. It is likely that this
azimuthal mode competition further decreases the efficiency [also seen in Refs 34,85,89].
Another effect that has been observed in this tube is that as the current is
increased, the efficiency increases initially and then saturates or even decreases. This is
an effect that has been previously observed in a tube with a similar asymmetric beam
[34,85] and is consistent with the velocity spread increasing rapidly as the total beam
current is increased. This causes the current density and velocity spread to reach high
values at the high emission density parts of the cathode.
Single mode code: Finally, the single mode code was used again in order to
quantitatively determine the effect of velocity spread on predicted efficiency. Upon
running this code at several different alphas and velocity spreads for the TE21,13 mode, we
found that indeed the efficiency predicted did decrease by a factor of -2.2 for a alpha of
1.1 and 24% perpendicular velocity spread, as compared to a case with a 4 % velocity
spread (beam current of 45 Amps, and voltage of 90 kV). The 4% spread is the most
relevant reference since it is the design value of spread. It is also noteworthy that at 24%
spread we find the efficiency has dropped to 12.35% due to nhanced velocity spread
alone. Figure 5.30 shows a plot of the expected efficiency versus velocity spread from
the single mode code.
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Figure 5.30: Simulated values of efficiency (in TE 21,13 mode) of microwave generation vs. perpendicular
velocity spread for two value of alpha - 1.1, 1.44 (design alpha = 1.44).
Summary: Hence, we have been able to prove by several different methods and
techniques that the beam quality is poor. This causes the alpha to be limited to lower
values and the velocity spread to increase, especially as one increases the total beam
current (EGUN). This increased velocity spread can then be shown to decrease efficiency
(single mode code) and create azimuthal mode competition [85], which further decreases
efficiency. The efficiency reduction predicted by theory taking into account the low
alpha (1.1) and perpendicular velocity spread (24%) is -12% while the experimentally
observed reduction in efficiency is 6.2%. This lower efficiency of 6.2% could be
explained by other factor such as: mode competition, a higher velocity spread than
estimated, and energy spread.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusions
6.1 Introduction
The work reported in this thesis on electron beams could lead to several important
conclusions as well as meaningful follow-on projects. In this chapter, we first discuss the
conclusions and suggestions for ferroelectric cathode electron beams and then the
thermionic electron beams used in coaxial gyrotrons.
6.2 Ferroelectric cathodes
Two different gun geometries using large ferroelectric cathodes have been tested
successfully. The two results can be summarized as a planar cathode (IAP) producing a
1.2 kA, 150 ns beam for accelerator applications, and an annular cathode (MIT)
producing a 10 A, 5 ps beam for microwave generation. These results successfully
demonstrate the use of ferroelectric cathodes in high total operating current, as well as
long pulse (multi microsecond) regimes.
Along with these results of scalability, one should note that previous results [22]
have demonstrated a normalized emittance of 5 mm-mrad, and a beam brightness of
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1.2x10" A/m 2rad2 . Also, no evidence of aging of the cathode was observed after tens of
thousands of shots [22,24,25]. The present results have now demonstrated that the
cathode size can be scaled up and that this promising new class of cathodes warrants
greater investigation.
The emission theory is based upon (i) initial energy of the emitted electrons and
(ii) surface plasma on the ferroelectric surface. These effects provide a quantitative basis
for further investigation of ferroelectric electron emission. The theoretical curves show
good agreement with experimental data for average energies in the range of 1.42 - 2.25
keV (which is within the range of experimentally measured energies)[25,30,3 1], and
surface plasma densities of - 1012 cm 3 [21]. One has to recognize that these estimates
will vary during a pulse and across different ferroelectric materials because of dynamic
domain switching and plasma evolution. Nevertheless, broadly speaking, the initial
energy and the surface plasma effects are able to explain:
1. Exceeding the Child-Langmuir limit of current density.
2. Non-zero emission current at zero accelerating voltage, and an approximately linear
V-I relationship (as compared to the distinct V3/2 dependence of the traditional Child-
Langmuir [41]).
3. Emittance and brightness comparable to thermionic cathodes, due to the directionality
of the electrons born on the cathode surface.
4. Emitted charge, which can exceed bound surface charge, due to the surface plasma.
5. Shot-to-shot inconsistencies as well as evidence of conditioning of the cathode - both
of, which would be typical for a plasma effect on the surface.
6. Experimentally observed energetic electrons with a distribution functions which is
consistent with theoretical analysis [31], and plasma densities of order ~1012 cm 3 .
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7. Delay characteristics being dependent on the risetime of the pulse across the
ferroelectric and the radius of the emitter being used, due to the plasma effect.
The dependence of emitted current on delay (Fig.4) can be partly explained by the
expansion of a plasma across the surface. The plasma is first created at small
microplasma points [21] or 'triple' points [29] (where the vacuum, metal, and the
dielectric meet) on the cathode surface. It can then propagate across the ferroelectric
cathode surface with a finite velocity leading to an optimum point of time (and thus
delay) when the plasma is well established across the surface (the plasma emitting area is
maximal) and the maximum current can be extracted from the cathode surface. The exact
manner in which this plasma would propagate is dependent on several geometrical factors
such as the mechanical arrangement of the diode, the ratio of the size of the cathode to
the anode-cathode gap distance, and whether the configuration being used is a solid or
annular beam. If one assumes that the microplasma point is at the center of the cathode
then spreads towards the edge, the lower bound of the plasma expansion velocity can be
estimated as the radius divided by the optimum delay which is -1 cm/ps. This is in
agreement with the experimentally observed values of 1-4 cm/ps [57,58,86,87]. This
optimum delay effect has also been observed in experiments by Sampayan et al [25], and
Flechtner et al [87] where the plasma expansion velocity can be calculated to be -2
cm/ps. Other observations such as shot-to-shot inconsistency, are also characteristic of a
surface plasma spreading across a cathode. Thus, a useful follow-on project would be to
make detailed spatial and temporal measurements in order to further verify this
explanation.
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The difference in current density from the two experiments is partly due to the
lower anode-cathode voltage used in the annular beam experiment and is in spite of the
lower gap distance for the annular experiment. The slower risetime of the pulse across
the ferroelectric also decreases current density [27] in the MIT experiment. These two
effects make the annular beam current density an order of magnitude lower than the
planar beam one. Thus, one can assume that the lower risetime of a pulse across a
ferroelectric leads to lower plasma density on the cathode surface and lower emitted
current, which has been observed by Gundel et al [27].
Among the drawbacks regarding this cathode which need to be addressed before
widespread application in practical settings is the shot-to-shot reproducibility of the
emitted current, as well as lower capacitance of the ferroelectric material to reduce the
requirements on the pulse generator (for the pulse across the ferroelectric). Also,
optimization of the material composition of the ferroelectrics, and a better understanding
of the exact emission process of ferroelectric electron emission need to be investigated.
Further work also needs to be done to establish the exact material science and the phase
dependence of the ferroelectric emission in diodes of different geometries. Investigation
is required on the exact dependence of the initial energies and surface plasmas on:
(i) polarities and modes of ferroelectric pulse voltage, (ii) beam pulse lengths, (iii) phase
of the ferroelectric operation (ferroelectric, anti-ferroelectric, paraelectric), (iv) effects of
the piezoelectricity of the crystal, (v) gun geometrical considerations, (vi) lifetime of
ferroelectric cathodes, and (vii) the basic limits of ferroelectric cathodes in pulsed
experiments with high repetition rates.
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6.3 Coaxial gyrotrons
There have been several successes with the coaxial gyrotron experiment too
regarding the performance of the tube and the electron gun. A better understanding has
also been obtained regarding the design, fabrication, and operation of coaxial gyrotrons.
Some of the accomplishments of the coaxial gyrotron experiments are:
1. The operation of the electron gun up to - 10 MW (105 kV, 93 A), which is the
highest ever achieved in gyrotron tubes of this class
2. Operation of two large cathodes. This includes the installation, heating, and
activation of the cathodes as well as arc-free operation of the gun to the full
parameters of 95 kV, 76 Amps
3. Operation of the tube with the coaxial conductor and generation of ~ 1 MW RF
power output
4. Good understanding of the modes, frequency, alpha, and power characteristics of the
tube both with and without (empty cavity mode) the coaxial conductor
5. Generation of over 1 MW in the empty cavity mode of operation
6. Successful operation and the experimental measurement of the alpha with the alpha
probe
7. Good agreement between the theoretically and experimentally measured velocity
ratio's (alpha) for the tube (the theoretical value were obtained from EGUN
simulations)
8. Operation of the tube in three different configurations - the first was in the radial
output mode with a mode converter and single mirror, the second was with an axial
output, and the third was with the coaxial conductor removed and axial output
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9. General understanding of the difficulties involved in the alignment and the operation
of coaxial gyrotrons
10. Better understanding of the limitations of cathodes with large emitter strips
Hence, one can see that there were several successful aspects of the coaxial
gyrotron experiment although it failed to achieve the 3 MW output power that it was
designed for. One may argue that we might have been able to get the 3 MW that this
experiment was designed for if we had a well performing, azimuthally symmetric
electron beam from the cathode. The shortcomings have been documented in several
different ways for this cathode. The analysis shown in section 5.5.1 indicates that the
poor quality electron beam is a major factor in low efficiency and low power output from
the tube. Nevertheless, a deep understanding has been gained regarding the major issues
that need to be addressed before the design and construction of a coaxial gyrotron.
One of the most important lessons that one learned from the experiments was the
difficulty in making an azimuthally symmetric beam from a large cathode of diameter as
large as 10 cm. In retrospect, one can imagine having a smaller cathode whose azimuthal
symmetry can be better controlled. This would also reduce the beam compression, which
would be an added benefit. Another lesson learnt was the difficulty of trying to align the
three independent parts of the coaxial gyrotron - the electron beam, the cavity, and the
coax conductor to within 0.25 mm. A good lesson to learn from this experiment is that
all these tubes should be checked for electron beam symmetry and performance before
spending significant time trying to optimize the power and the modes. Another lesson
has been to think through all the alignment knobs required and not to build too many
controls for the alignment, which actually sometimes adds to the complexity of the tube.
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Hence a rigid connection of the coaxial conductor to the gun-anode with one set of
controls on the gun side is probably the preferred arrangement. The cavity can first be
aligned with the magnetic field and then the coax+gun-anode can be aligned to the cavity.
Some of the short term follow on projects based on the experiments described in this
thesis for the near future can be:
1. Replacement of the existing cathode with a new cathode, testing of the cathode to
verify better cathode performance, and operating the tube again in order to obtain
higher power
2. Further improvement of the geometry of the tube in order to simplify the alignment
process (may include fixing the coaxial conductor rigidly to the anode in the gun)
The longer term suggestions for these experiments are:
1. Using a smaller cathode with better azimuthal symmetry. This would improve the
performance of the cathode and make its manufacturing easier and cheaper.
2. Perhaps the use of a vertical arrangement of the tube with the coaxial conductor
rigidly attached to the gun anode. All alignment then would be made from the from
gun end alone, making it an easier process.
3. Careful comparison of the merits and demerits of a coaxial gyrotron to the new multi
megawatt regular gyrotrons (no coaxial conductor) being discussed.
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6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, several advances have been made by the research presented in this thesis.
We have made significant contributions in the experimental parameters and theoretical
understanding of ferroelectrics, as well as built and operated a coaxial gyrotron and
understood the challenges that lie ahead in their further advancement. Some of the
contributions and major successes are:
1. Tested the coaxial gyrotron in high power operation
2. Tested the Inverted Magnetron Injection Gun (IMIG) up to full power, 10 MW
3. Tested the coaxial gyrotron in three different configurations - empty cavity, axial
output, and the radial output
4. Obtained over 1 MW of output power in two different modes of operation: with the
coaxial conductor and in the empty cavity configuration
5. Observed regimes of dominant single mode and multi-mode operation
6. Identified cathode emission asymmetries and alignment of the tube as major factors in
designing coaxial gyrotrons
7. Identified unexpected B field errors due to the magnetization of the stainless steel
parts, which should be investigated for other gyrotron tubes
8. Suggested techniques for improving future coaxial gyrotrons including specifications
on beam symmetry, alignment, and magnetization of parts
9. Built and tested the first ferroelectric cathode based Magnetron Injection Gun (MIG)
10. Demonstrated the first microwaves generated from a ferroelectric based microwave
device in a collaboration experiment at Tel Aviv University
11. Developed a theory to explain the emission process from ferroelectric cathodes
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